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FOREWORD

One of the most critical problems in the field of education today
is the need to deal with the educational handicaps of the growing
numbers of culturally deprived children who liven in depressed urban
neighborhoods of large metropolitan areas.

There has developed in recent years a growing realization 'among
educators, social scientists, and others that culturally deprived school-
children cannot develop their potential unless they are provided with
more educational and cultural opportunities than they typically
receive.

The educational handicaps of disadvantaged schoolchildren stem,
in large part, from their culturally deprived home life. It follows
that programs to improve the educational opportunities of these chil-
dren are enhanced when accompanied by efforts to enlist the active
cooperation of parents in the education of their children. Culturally
deprived adults also require assistance in developing and improving
their abilities, skills,..and talents in order that they may develop into
better homemakers, parents, and citizens.

This bulletin reports some promising practices for providing such
services found in 20 schools located in depressed residential neighp
borhoods of 5 large urban school districts.

The. Office of Education wishes to extend its sincere appreciation
to the administrators and other school personnel who cooperated in
the preparation of this bulletin.

FRED F. BEACH,
Director, AdminiAtration of
State and Local School Systems.

ERR) R. BARER,
Assistant Commissioner,
Division of Elementary

and Secondary Education.
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FACING THE CHALLENGE

Sixty-one percent of the Americati population in 1960 lived in
metropolitan arias. It is estimated that, by 1980, 70 to 75 percent
of the total populatioit will be fixing in cities of 50,000 or more,
or in their environs. Metropolitan growth has intensified many urban
social problems, most of which have had repercussions on the public
schools.

'tAs North Atiterican cities grow bigger," observes Havighurst
"they, tend to become stratified by income, socioeconotrtic status, race,
and other social characteristic& A process of segregation takes place
through the moves that families make in search pf 'better' living con-
ditions. People who can afford it move to a 'better' section of the
city or to a suburb, and their places are taken by people below them
in social status."

Havighurst refers to "the urban lower class school with its growing
socioecomonic segregation" as "a 20th century phenomenon of the
American city." This growing condition the inner city is pre-
sentitig school personnel with compelling challenges.

These chpllenges have led many schools serving depressed urban
areas to introduce enrichment and remedial practices designed to max-
imize and expand the educational opportunities of culturally deprived
schoolchildren. Such innovations include modifications and enrich-
ment of curriculum content, improved instructional materials, new
ways of organizing the school and the classrootn, assignment of spe-
cialized staff personnel to the schools, and strengthened inservvice
training of teachers to equip them to deal with tithe problems of work-
ing in a depressed area.

The effectiveness of such programs and services depends, in part,
upon citizen understanding of school objectives and their support
of find participation in school activities. Growing recognition of the

1 Robert J. Ravighnnt. The (friss /comer Close School, a paper presented at the
Human Development Symposium, University of Chicago. April 14, 1962,

OP
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2 SCHOOD-HOME PARTNERSHIP

reciprocal relation between school and home in the education of
children has led to increased involvement by parents as partners in
the school enterprise. Organized parent-teacher groups that seek to
unite the forcei of home and school, notably the National Congress
of Parents and -Teachers, continue to grow and to exert increasing
influence to improve local schools.

In addition, such practices as visits to homes by classroom teachers
and pupil personnel workers, teacher-parent conferences, parent-
teacher study groups and workshops, parent education classes, citi-
zen advisory committees for public schools, and voluntary parent
assistance in school activities are becoming increasingly important. in

-efforts to strengthen scilool-home relations in local school systems.

Nature of the Problem

Since the end of World War II, population mobility and shifts in
the large cities of the Nation have been characterized by the move-
ment of middle- and upper-income residents to the suburbs and in-
migration of unskilled and semiskilled low-income families, who set-tle in depressed neighborhoods of the inner city. Typically, these
culturally deprived newcomers to the city are members of disad-

,

irantaged racial minorities or impoverished white citizens.
NeighborhOods which contain a predominance of low-indome

derits whose cultural patterns are at variance with those predominat-
ing in the larger society present extrordinary challenges to school
personnel. Children from an impoverished physical and social en-
vironment bring attitudes, expectations, and motivations to the school
which are often very different from, and which may conflict with,
the values which the school, as a social institution, is attempting to
inculcate. .

Often, culturally disadvantaged schoolchildren are characterized by
academic retardation and nonpromotion. They do poorly on tests of
general intelligence and scholastic aptitude. In addition, they present
discipline and behavior problems and appear to be apathetic and in-
different toward academic work in school and home-study assign-
ments. These problems vary in nature, extent, and intensity among
different urban locales, and different-.ethic and racial groups'

It is generally_reeogirifted- that the home bears a significant respon-
sibility kir a schoolchild's attendana4 motivation, and acayemic

I L. Goldberg. Factors Affectfig Educational Attainment in Depressed UrbanAreas," in Education .4* Depressed Areas, ed. by Harry Passow. New York : TeacbenCollege, Columbia University, 1963.



FACING THE CHALLENGE 3

achievement in school. In depressed neighborhoods, culturally de-
prived parents, often preoccupied with bare economic survival, pro-
vide little if any stimulation of their children's. intellectual growth.
Typically, these parents do not prepare their children for the school
experience, nor do they complement and reinforce classroom activities
or plan for their children's education beyond high school.

In this connection, James B. Conant's major conclusion in his study
of school contrasts in the 10 largest cities in the Nation is that "to
a considerable degree, what a school should do and can do is deter-
mined by the status and ambition of the families being served." fie
points to the deleterious effect on pupil motivation and academic
achievement resulting from a culturally impoverished home life. And
he suggests that the present blocks to childrenis educational progress
in the most depressed areas of the large cities can be removed if their
parents can be induced to adopt a positive attitude toward the school
and if large-scale adult education programs can be made available
to them. He calls for "new procedures" and "imaginative approaches"
to achieve these objectives.'

And in her study of culturally deprived schoolchildren in one of
the largest cities in the Nation, Patricia Cayo Sexton states that "in a

- very real sense, parents are responsible for the success or failure of
their children in school." Observing that a child is a reflection of
parental attitudes, values, skills, and levels of understanding, Miss
Sexton states that "the schools must seek the help and cooperation
of parents if they want to change the behavior of students." She fur-
ther comments that "involving culturally deprived parents in school
affairs, will require mupli more than wri en invitations or a sharp
complaining phone cap from the princi I abolut their child's be-
havior." "It will require," she insists, "wa encouragement, school
activities that are int/erestirng, and program. that make sense."

Use °norm "Culturally Deprived"

Is- 4.

The term ially deprived" will be used in this study to refer,
to low-income 1,ban citizens who reside in depressed urban neigh-
borhoods, that is; the slum sections or transitional areas of the inner
city. Many it) 'these citizens are recent in-migrants from rural areas
of the Nation why ire disoriented to urban living patterns.

1
a

a James B. Conant. v:/11111111 and Suburbs, A Commentary on Schools in Metropolitan
Areas. New York : Metitaw-HIll Book Company, 1961, p. 25.

4 Patricia Cayo Elextbi. Education and Income, Inequalities of Opportunity in Our
Pblie flohools. New *ork : The Viking Press, 1981, p. 111-12.

L,
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SCHOOL-HOME PARTNERSHIP

The term contains some unfortunate connotations---The
for example, that as a subculture in American urban society, the living
patterns of low-income groups are a subtraction from, or a deviant
form of, middle-class values. Some sociologists observe that' disad-
vantaged in-migrants to the city possess many positive characteiistics
and attributes of their own, that it is unrealistic, and at leaseques-
tionable, to have all children reject any deviations from middlk-class
standards.'

Nevertheless, "culturally deprived," as a descriptive term, has been
widely employed in recent years both by practitioners and academi-
cians in education and the social sciences. The term is useful in de-
noting an identifiable set of attitudes and behavior patterns which
prevail among many of the in-migrants who settle in the inner city.'
Culturally deprived parents tend to be semiskilled or unskilled, with
little formal education and low levels of aspiration. In contemplat-
ing their future and that of their children, many of these parents
feel alienated from the mainstream of society. They have limited
access to, and limited acquaintance with, the social amenities and such
cultural manifestations as art exhibits, concerti, theatei, "good" litera-
ture, and the like. Unfamiliar with, and often hostile to, urban living
patterns, they rei to be in conflict with the values, standards, and
norms generally accepted by contemporary middle-class society. As a
result, their children, lacking opportunities and experiences provided
by more advantaged homes, are handicapped in school. No ethnic or
racial group is homogeneous with respect to these characteristics.

For purposes of literary convenience, the terms "educationally de-
prived," "deprived," "disadvantaged," "underprivileged," and "of a
lower socioeconomic group" will be used interchangeably with "cul-
turally deprived" in this publication.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this investigation was to identify, describe, and
analyze some practices designed to improve and strengthen school-
home relations in depressed urban neighborhoods of selected large
cities. To achieve this objective, an effort was made to gather in-
formation on school-initiated practices whose direct or indirect pur-

0

Eleanor Leacock. "Comment," in Minority Group and Class Statue se( Related to
Social and Personsiity Factors is likkokutio Achievement, Martin Deutsch, ed. Ithaca.
N.Y.: Cornell University, 1900.



FACING TES CHALUENGE 5

pose was to assist culturally depriyed parents to develop positive
attitudes toward schooling and to increase their responsibility for
their children, the school program, and community affairs.

Outline of Procedures

In order to carry out the purpose of the investigatio , field visits
were made to selected schools serving deprived urb neighborhoods
in five large urban school districts. The followin school systems
participated in this study : Baltimore, Md.; Chicago, El.; Detroit,
Mich. ; Philadelphia, Pa. and St. Louis, Mo.

The 20 participating schools in these districts, were selected becaut
of their efforts to impzove schoolhome relations as part of a program
to provide increased educational opportunities for disadvantaged
children and youth.

'05e information for this study was gathered through personal inter-
view0 with selected members of the professional school staff in the par-
ticipating schools. Interviews were conducted with principals, class-
.toom teachers, and other personnel on ;the staff or attached to tlhe
school whose major or exclusive responsibility was to work with the
parents of school children. The staff members included school-

( home agents, parent education counselors, social workers, health
specialists, home economists, visiting teachers, and others. Whenever

II possible, activities designed to improve schoolhome relatioqs were
observed in operation, such as parent education classes and clubs,

\ preschool observation classes, block club meetings, and the like.
The interviewees were encouraged to describe school-initiated prac-

tices which, in their professional judgment, appeared, to be either
promising or effectiire in improving and strengthening school-home
relations. Because of the differences in approach among the schools
in dealing with the problem with which this study is concerned, and
because of the wide ranks of responsibilities assumed by personnel
who participated in this study, the questions put to the interviewees
varied widely.
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Chapter H
1

NEIGHBORiOOD SETTINGS OF PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS

ar

Local public schools tend to reflect the attitudes and aspirations
of the citizens they serve. Schools which serve communities in which
the residents are in favored socioeconomic circumstances benefit from
both the economic and moral support which such citizens provide.
Middle-class parents tend to take an active interest in school affairs
and, sharing interests and value patterns similar to those of school per-
kennel, maintain a relatively close relationship with them in support
of the educational program.

on the other hand, in disadvantaged urban neighborhoods, school
personnel must deal with the problem of establishing and sustaining
meaniligful relationships with parents whose socioeconomic circum-
stances are different from their own.

Neighborhood Characteristics

The participating schools were located in the inner core of five large
cities, sometimes referred to as "gray," or transitional, areas. Located
in the oldest part of the city, these neighborhoods were characterized
by substandard dwellings which house racial and cultural minority
groupti. Typically, the residen4; were in- migrants from rural areas
who found difficulty in adjusting to urban living patterns. ,

Many of the dwellings in these neighborhoods, built prior to or
shortly after the turn of the century, showed signs of decay and
obsolescence. Characteristically, some of the 2-story and 3-story
private homes had been converted into multiple-family dwellings by
absentee landlords and had been rented to faiiilies with many
children.

Some of the participating schools were located in areas which had
been or were undergoing dramatic physical changes. These were
urban renewal areas, where public low-rent housing projects had been
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emotedeither 2-story dwellings or, more commonly, highrise
apartments.

These neighbOrhoods were transitional in both physical and social
terms. In many cases the multiple-family dwellings had been deterio-
rating for many years; some were already dilapidated. Still other
dwellings had been condemned and were boarded up. The ntighbor-
hoods were characterized by high ipoiT.lation-densitT and excessive
mobility. The shift in the ethnic and racial composilion of the popu-

lation in some of the neighborhoods in which the paiticipating schools
were located hmlbeen swift and dramatfc, having taken place within
a 10- to 15-fir period.

Typically, the school building in the depressed neighborhoods was
an island surrounded by physical deterioration and social impoverish-
men* Bars, cheap roominghouses, vacant lots, dilapidated buildings,
warehouses, garages, dirty streets, and unsightly sidewalks were char-
acteristic landmarks of many of these neighborhods.

In urban renewal areas, low-cost publicly supported high -rise apart-
ments typically commanded the view of an immediate area which
included stretches of highway, a small asphalt playground, a modest
lawn, and, of course, the lone school building.

Participating Schoob

The participating schools consisted of 15 elementary and 5 secondary
schools. All of the elementary schools housed kindergarten classes
eight of them housed grades 1 through 6; six of them, grades 1 through
8; and one of them, grades 1 through 4. One junior high school housed
grades 7 and 8, and four of them housed grades 7 through 9.

Four of the 2Q schools were built before the turn of the century, and
eight of them, between 1950 and 1960. Three schools were built in the
first quarter, and five in the second quarter, of the prOsent century.

Of the 15 elementary schools, 5 had pupil enrollments below 1,000;
2, above 2,000; I had 1,700 and another, 1,800. In the remaining 6
elementary schools, pupil enrollment ranged between 1,000 and 1,500.
In the secondary schools, pupil enrollment in 1 was below 1,000; in 3,
between 1,500 and 1,800 and in the remaining school, 2,800.

The high pupil-turnover in some of the schools reflected the transient
nature of the families in these neighborhoods. Accdrding to the
principals who were interviewed, the nature of housing had some
relation to mobility of residents. In the substandard dwellings, popu-
lation- turnover wao generally high; in low-cost public housing units--

,



8 SCHOOL-HOME PARTNERSHIP

whether high-rise apartments or single-family dwellings--,-population
tended to be relatively stable.

In most of the older school buildings, the 13 built before 1950,
repairs and renovations, especially improved lighting, had taken place.
The basic physical' structure, however, tended to restrict the educa-
tional programs and services designed to serve pupils and the adults
in the neighborhood.

The schools were typically located near the center of the neighbor-
hood they served. Most of the elementary schools were within walk!
ing distance of the farthest homes in the attendance area.

The junior high schools drew pupils from a number of elementary
schools and served a less homogeneous population than the more
physically circumscribed elementary schools.

A few of the schools had been on double-session to accommodate the
rpictinflux of large families which had moved into the neighborhood
in a relatively short period of time.

Status of Families

The families served by the participating schools in the inner city
were typically recent in-migrantsNegroea from the South and whites
from many rural areas. Many of the interviewees commented that
often the newcomers found extreme difficulty in adjusting to an envi-
ronment which contrasted so sharply with the one they were familiar
with. The residents in the neighborhoods, some of the interviewees
stated, had not formed a sense of identification with their new
environment..

School principals and other members of the school staffs observed
that many single-parent families resided in their neighborhoods, and
they called attention to other evidences of unstable or disorganized
family life. They further stated that many families received various
forms of public assistance and surplus government food; others had
improper diets and suffered from inadequate medical care.

Many of the interviewees also cited the apparent low level of formal
education of parents and their inability to help their children succeed
in school. Some of the newcomers, they said, appeared to be dis-
oriented and maladjusted to urban living patterns, and were suspicious
and fearful of the school and school personnel. And there were few
neighborhood leaders who could participate in school and community
affairs and inspire others to do the same.

The principal of Ludlow (Philadelphia) made the following com-
ment, about the area which his school serves: "There is little stability
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here and few characteristics of a traditional community. Families
in the area are constantly on the move, and this movement is reflected
in our exceedingly high rate of pupil-turnover, which was 85 percent
'this year (1962). There is a dearth of community leadership in the
neighborhood and an _absence of religious, recreational, or social
agencies."

The debilitating effects on pupil motivation and achievement in a
a depressed neighborhood were described by the principal of Dunbar
(Philadelphia) as follows:

The children who grow up in this environmentan encapsulated Negro
neighborhoodare generally deprived of the experiences that are prerequi-
site to maximum success In school subjects. The lack of cohesiveness within
the family combined with the impact of substandard community life cause
some children to develop a negative self-image or a lack of pelf-esteem.
Under adverse physical and social conditions, still other children set nn-
worthy goals and select the superficial symbols of success as most desirable.

The.principal of Dunbar observed further that the greatest difficulty
which the school staff faces in working with children and their parents
in the neighborhood is that "motivational and aspirational factors
that might lead to academic achievement are practically nonexistent."

In a neighborhood which had changed rapidly within a few years,
a social worker serving Douglas (Chicago) called attention to the deep
frustrations of both children and their parents who lived in the re-
cently built high-rise (17-story) public housing units. The recrea-
tional facilities in this area are very limited," she observed. "Parks
and play areas, as well as community health services and cultural re-
sources are nonexistent, and there is no public library in the district."
She added, "The residents in the high-rise apartments often suffer
from an acute sense of isolation. They respond to the seeming indif-
ference of the outside world with an indifference of their own."

With respect to the high mobility rate of residents within the
neighborhoods served by the participating schools, the principal at

enderRan (Baltimore) called attention to the unsettling effect of
such mobility on children and parents. "Some of our schoolchildren,"
he observed, "have shifted from house to house as many as 10 times
during a school year. A pupil who has been in our school for some
5 years may have moved within the immediate area as often as 20
times." He added, "Some of the residents pay 2 weeks' rent in
advance. Then they get behind in their payments, and just before
they are to be evicted because of nonpayment, they movebut not far
from their previous dwelling."

Other interviewees called attention to the many psychological prob-
lems which beset members of culturally deprived families. They
pointed out that the .problems faced by mothers who headed single-
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parent households were particularly acute. Many of these mothers
found the many responsibilities at home, which they had to handle
without the assistance and cooperation of a marital partner,-over-
whelming.

Thus, the experientially poor background of parents, their inability
to provide their children with an intellectually stimulating home life
in preparation for school, their lack of knowledge concerning ways
to support school and classroom activities, and the social distance
existing between them and school personnel were cited by the inter-
viewees as sow of the characteristic obstacles which had to be over-
come in order to achieve closer school-home relations.
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PRACTICES TO IMPROVE SCHOOLHOME RELATIONS

Given the physical and social setting described in chapter II, what'
types of practices did gaff personnel in the participating schools
develop to enhance school-home interaction as part of a concerted
effort to expand the educational opportunities of schoolchildren!
This chapter will present examples of promising practices initiated
by 1,1% various schools to reach that objective.

The chapter is divided into three major sections. The Bret section
deaf with administrative procedures, including program planning,
administrative organization, staffing, and surveys of home and neigh-
borhood conditions. The succeeding section seta forth various prac-
time; undertaken by the participating schools, for enlisting the apid
of parents in the education of their children. The final section de-
scribes a wide variety of school-initiated activities to assist parents
to develop their abilities and improve home and community life.

In reading about these practices and activities, the reader should
keep in mind the limitations of this study. Only modest number of
schools in a few cities were selected for study. Staff members in these
schools had to deal with certain problems related to school-home
relations which loomed, larger in some neighborhoods than in others.
Because of limited material and human resources, administrators were
compelled to single out only a few problems to work on. Thus, the
practices reported in this publication are examples of attempts made
by certain schools to deal with problems accorded priority at the time
of the investigation.

Orpetzing Administrative Prombres

Perhaps the most important responsibility of the school administrse
tor is decision-making. The educational practitioner, ficed with the
challenging set of community conditions described in chapter II, oon-

717-912 0-44-2 11
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ditions which inevitably and force y affect the school program,
must, make decisions regarding cou of action to improvi3 educa-
tional opportunities of pupils.

In order to make appropriate decisio II inistrtors in the par-
ticipating schools emphasized the need I ucational planning based
on staff consideration of needs, problems, d issues. Such planning
invariably included discussions of mighods to improve and stiengthen
school-home relations.

Administrative procedures for improving school-home relations
. varied among the participating achools in. the five cities. Typically,

such procedures included orienting the staff to the problem, providing
inservice training, developing specific objectives, assigning staff re-
sponsibilities, and gathering information on home and neighborhood
conditions.

The schools in Detroit and Philadelphia which participated in this
study were part of the Great Cities School Improvement Program.
Their programs for culturally deprived pupils were partially sup-
ported by the Ford Foundation.'

The program in one of the participting schools in District, 11,
Chicago, was also part of the Great Cities Project, and the programs
in two schools in the same district, were partially supported by funds
from the Wiboldt, Foundation, provided to National College in
Evanston. The programs in the two participating schools in District
13 were not subsidized by outside sources.

. . The programs in behalf of culturally deprived children in the par-
ticipating schools of Baltimore and SL Louis were also financed from
public funds made generally available to all schools in the district.

The appendix contains more detailed information about the five
school systems, the amounts and duration of foundation funds, the
grade organization and size of individual schools, and the neighbor-
hood setting of each school building.

Staff haft

Staffpersonnel in Detroit took, part in organized efforts to deal with
the problem of identifying more closely with the culturally deprived
child and his family. "We were acutely aware," observed the director
of the project, "of the need for school staff to achieve more under-
standing and mere objective reactions .to the different background of

a The Great Cities School Improvement Project Is a cooperadve efort by the public
school Mama of 15 of America's largest dries to provide better educational oppor-
tunities for culturally deprived children in depressed urban neighborhoods. The school
programa. are partly supported by funds from the Ford Foundation.
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the children; their families, and the neighborhoods from which they
come."

During the summer of 1959, preceding the initiation of the project,
a 1week orientation workshop was held for approximately 100 key
persons in the project schools. In succeeding summers school per-
sonnsd new to the system have taken put in similar orientation work-
shop& In addition, staffs of the individual schools meet, in discussion
groups in order to focus more directly on the particular social condi-
tions prevailing in their neighborhoods.

The workshop, according to the director of the Detroit project, can
be a useful inservice training tool for informing teachers about charac-
teristics and needs of the culturally deprived child and his parents.
He emphasized that the participation of consultants in child psy-
chology, sociology, urban renewal, and urban in-migration serves to
broaden and deepen the outlook of classroom teachers. The director
observed further, "The important changes in the perception of
teachers toward the disadvantaged parent occur only as they become
aware of and involved in the process of change in regular contact with
them." He emphasized that "modification of undesirable attitudes and
increased understanding come about through providing working re-
lationships between school and home and a continuing awareness on
our part that the staff bears a large responsibility for initiating good
relations."

The staff of the Detroit schools developed a hypothesis that the
problems of pupils with limited sociOeamomic backgrounds could be
effectively approached through modifications in organizational pat-
terns within the school and in instructional methods. Appearing
among the five objectives of the program W88 the following: "Involv-
ing parents and the community and enlisting their aid in supporting
the work of the school."

Staff personnel in Philadelphia also participated in workshops
which featured presentations by social scientists concerning the prob-
lems and needs of culturally deprived children and adults. Five-weak
summer workshops hisit, been held each summer since 1960.

In 1960, consultants in the behavioral sciences met with staff mem-
bets of the participating smobi to help plan the project. The 811111101111
were designed to develop staff insight into the causes and the nature
of cultural deprivation and to highlight the particular needs of chil-
dren from Oxperientially poor backgrounds. In alidition, inssrvice
training courses were offered in curriculum development and instruc-
tional methods in connection with such children.

In focusing on parent participation in the school program, staff per-
sonnel formulated three objectives: (1) to motivate parents to assume
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increasing responsibility for the solution of family, community, and
school problems, (2) to develop interest, and understanding of the,
democratic way of life. among parents through a program that would
coordinate the efforts of the school and other social agencies, and (3)
to identify and meet the unique and pressing cultural and social needs

. of the families in these csitununities.
The general purpose of the Value Sharing Project begun at Doolittle

(Chicago) and subsequently extended to other elementary schools, in-
eluding Einxteini is to promote the optimum development of each pupil
by improving the influences which bear on the school, home, and neig-
borhood. The major goal of the project is to maximize the social
valueiVof the preadolescent tad. The director of. the project states:
"Our purpose is to help each child, teacher, and parent realise his own
worth by fulfilling his social needs so that his full energies can be
feed to develop his abilities creatively and productively. We are con-
cerned with every Ohmic of the child's life which affects his educability.
This concern leads us to include parents in program planning and en-
courage them to implement the school program in their homes."

In St. Louis the Director of the Banneker District, concerned about
the eighth-grade test. scores (Iowa Test of Basic Skills), which were
low compared with those in other districts in the city and also with the
national norms, met with the school faculties in each of the 23 schools
in the district. The director challenged the administrators and teach-
ers to adopt a positive attitude toward the academic potential of the
children and to "quit teaching by IQ." ..lie illustrated the distortion
that can take place when teachers are preoccupied with IQ scores of
the pupils by recounting the incident of a classroom teacher who gave
differential treatment to her students on the basis of their IQ's. At
the end of the semester, site discovered to her horror that the IQ scores
she had recorded were actually the students' locker numbers! The
director challenged the principals and teachers in the individual
schools to compete with each other in raising pupil test scores in read-
ing, language, and aritlunetic.

In laimehing "Opiration Motivation," the director of the Banneker
District observed, "We knew that parental attitudes and home con-
Aitions had much to do with the poor progress of their spitoolchil.-
dren." He cited the irregular atteridance of many schoolchildren, the
Crowded and noisy home conditions which were .not .conducive to study,
and the generally spiritless attitude of parents toward schooling.

. "We realized," he stated, "that unless parents joined us in our efforts,
gains in pupil achievement would be hard to make and even larder to
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maintain after the novelty of the first few months of the program
wore off. The structure-of our program had to rest on a firm founda-
tion of parent understanding and support if it was to succeed."

During' staff planning in the participating schools in Baltimore,
school principals emphasized various methods of increasing school-
home interaction. The principal of Carrollton organized a program
with his staff that emphasized visits to homes by staff members. He
explained, "We waht to encourage greater parent participation in
school activities, which is lacking in this neighborhood. Typically,
a patwit here only thinks of coming to school when Johnny is to be
suspended for hitting someone in the eye. We want to get away from
that. Our first job," he pointed out, "is to acquaint the staff with
the imperative need of enlisting parent participation in school activi-
ties. Our primary method is personal contact through home visits."

At Mt. Royal the primary means of improving school-home relations
was through publicizing an open-door policy for parents and other
adults in the neighborhood. At Alderson the principal called atten-
tion to staff efforts in identifying "hard to reach" mothers of large,
families who were in particulat need of professional assistance to be-
come more competent parents. And at roltunbu4 the primary p-i
proach in reaching parents was through cooperative efforts with non-
school community agencies.

4

Spoda lad Pommel

Cl

Many of the school principals called attention to the need for ape-
alined personnel to enhance the effectiveness of communication be-

ween the school staff and homes in the neighborhoods.
In Detroit a sociologiit employed to work with the project director

contributes her specialized knowledge to program efforts directed
toward improving schoolhome relations And in that program, a
new staff position was matedthat of school- community agent.
These agents are full-time workers in the individual schools Some
of them are professionally trained pervons with fifth-year degrees in
social work, and all are experienced in working with community agen-
cies. They are primarily concerned with involving parents in achool-
sponsored activities and assisting adults to participate in community
groups. A large part of their time is spent in working with parents
in organizing classes*and clubs held after school hours and in the eve-
ning in the school building. Since the participating schools in Detroit
provide lateafternoon and evening programs and services for adults,
the agents Workimm late morning tluougii the evening.

'

Ike
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The agents receive referrals from teachers through the principals
and make honie -visits to determine how they can assist parenta to help
their child succeed in school. In turn, they inform the teachers and
other school staff members- about home conditions which may be ad-
versely influencing the academic progress or behavior of a schoolchild.
"The school- community agent," observed the director of the project,
"isa solver of personal and neighborhood problems, iziwartial arbiter
of school-family issues, a go-between, and an open fortim for neighbor-
hood opinion."

. The school-home liaison person in Philadelphia is called a school-
community coordinator. Unlike his counterpart in mit, he is not
professionally trained. The coordinators are carefully selected in
each neighborhood on the basis of their leadership qualities and the
high status they enjoy among their neighbors.

These coordinators make both routine and special calls to the homes
of the pupils. They perform many functions, ranging from inform-

.

ing parents about school programs and activities to providing direct
assistance in the home on planning meals, housekeeping, budgeting,
and related matters. During home visits, they appeal to the pride of
parents in their children, suggesting ways in which parents can help
their children succeed in school. They call on parents who neglect to
send their children to health clinics to &Privet defects, encourage par-
ents to -overcome their apathy toward schooling by assisting them to
enroll in classes prOvided by the Division. of Adult Education, and
encourage parents to assume increased responsibility for. their chil-
dren's social and cultural lives.

In the school :Wen! I ce area at Ludlow (Philadelphia), where the
population is One-third Puerto Rican, an additional school-coinmunity
coordinator of Puerto Rican descent was added to the staff in order to
establish more effective relations with the Puerto Rican families.

At Doolittle and Eingtein (Chicago) consultants for the project in-
clude a full-time school social worker and two part-time parent-educa-
tion counselors employed by the cooperating college. At Douglas a
special staff for the Chicago Project (seepage 69) includes a full-time
home economist, a parent-education counselor, a full-time psychiatric
social worker, and a teacher who visits homes after school.

Typically, pupil personnel workers cooperated with regular staff
members in establishing and maintaining more effective school-home
interaction. Those profeisional workers assigned to one or more
schools included school social workers, attendance officers, school
nurses, and guidance counselors.
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Sumys of Home and Family Condition

In the participating schools, efforts were made to identify quantita-
tive and qualitative factors concerning family and home life which
might adversely affect the pupil's learning, socialat,t4tudes, and emo-
tional adjustment in the school setting. 7 ,

School principals encouraged members of their staffs to visit the"
homes of their pupils. The principals stressed the great value of such
-face-to-face contacts in the home setting in order for the staff to pin
insights into the home conditions. In many of the schools the prin-
cipals asked pupil pdisonnel workers to share with staff members
information on home conditions which they had obtained through per-
sonal visits. Social workers often assumed responsibility °for inter-
preting such information during these staff meetings.

In Detroit the sociologist on the project staff used a copy of the
census reports of population characteristics for a standaS metro-
politan statistical area,' which in Detroit includes three 6ounties.
Since the census data for urbanized areas are detailed accoraing to
census tracts, she identified the tracts contained within a single school-
attendance area. Locating the school district boundaries on the tract
map, she recorded the required information, including the ethnic
composition of pupils and adults, median family income, occupation
distribution of males and females, status of housing, and the like.
The data, prepared in tabular form, were interpreted by the sociologist
to staff members of the project schools, including school-community
ageats

Among the specialized school personnel who gather information on
home conditions in the participating schools in Philadelphia is the
school nurse. The nurse§ maintains forms containing socioeconomic
infoimation on the families of'each child in the school. These forms
are prepared for the purpose of gathering information on home con-
ditions which may adversely affect a child's learning or behavior in
school. The information includes the number of family members in
the household; number of childrion occupation of parents, if working;
weekly family income; rent paid per month; and the names ofiwelfare
agencies providing assistance to the family.

"We believe that such information is essential in helping staff
to understand the physical and emotional problems which our children

I The concept of a "Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area" (8MILA) has been de-
veloped to meet the need for presentation of general-purpose statistics by agencies of the
Federal Cloveriunent. By definition, an MBA must contain at lewd 1 city of at least
80,000 haabitants, and must have economic and social relationships with contiguous
counties.

t
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and their parents bring to us," commented the principal at Dunbar.
"The information aids the nurse in recommending to the family public
and private social agencies which can help them with specific
problems."

The Division of Adult Education and the staff of Mt. Royal (Balti-
more) conducted a 6-session institute, Open Line: A Converiation
between School and Community. The purpose of the institute, held
from 3 : 00 to 5 : 00 p.m: once every 2 weeks for 6 sessions, was to define
and discuss family and community conditions which affect .behavior
and performance of children and youth. In addition, participants in
the sessions explored existing strengths and weaknesses in the family
and community; formulated and discussed approacirs and solutions
to the problems raised; and defined the roles and responsibilities of
school, family, and community agencies and groupls in bringing about
improvement in the'. lives of school children.

In the first session, classroom teachers identified adverse home and
community conditions affecting the behavior and academic perform-
ance of pupils. In' thi? second session, residents of the community,
mostly housewives, identified problems from their Point of view. In
succeeding sessions sociologists, psychologists, and other specialists,
who served as observers at the first two sessions, analyzed and inter-
preted their observations of the sessions, after which the entire group
sought to define roles and explore possible approaches that the school
could take to improve school-home relations.

School peisonnel during the first session of the institute had identi-
fied factors in the school that inhibited better relations with the home.
At the end of the 6-week session searching questions were formulated
by the school staff, including "How can we help parents become more
cooperative participants in assuming their. responsibilities in guiding
and directing their children f" "What are the ways in which the
school can make its programs and policies known to parents?"

At Columbus (Baltimore) a questionnaire was developed by teachers
of first grade. and the school counselor under the, direction of the
principal. The questionnaires were distributed to parents through
the first-grade children in the fall. There was4160 percent response
by parents; 50 percent of the nonresponding fitmilies returned their
questionnaires after a second notice: The ioinaires solicited
information on marital status, occupation and . lary of the father, and
asked parents to check a list of places their children had visited, such
as the library, zoo, museum, airport, or post offi

The tabulated responses revealed that nearl half the fathers were
unskilled laborers, that 85 percent of the tesid rented their homes
or apartments, that 25 percent of the fathets w re unemployed, that
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60 percent of the male heads of families earned $50 to $100 per week.
The results of the questionnaire survey were discussed at a faculty
meeting and the information was used to provide enrichment experi-
ences for both children and parents..

Catalog d Pout Abilities

Still other methods of gathering information on families in the
neighborhood were employed as a means of encouraging parent par-
ticipation in school activities.

At Mt. Royal (Baltimore) a faculty committee has set up a resource
room containing maps, charts, newspaper clippings, and examples of
classroom activities related to physical changes taking place in the
community. The main purpose of the resource room is to help teachers
keep abreast of community developments, especially the Urban Re-
newal Authority's plans and activities.

A file on parent occupations and special 'interests is kept current
by a committee of the PTA and is maintained in the reference room.
Classroom teachers refer to the file to invite parents to talk to the chil-
dren. The interest generated by the parents' sharing of their occupa-
tions and interests in the classroom was found both informative and
inspirational to the children. Parent talents or occupations are usually
shared with several classes in the school. '"These opportunities," com-
mented the principal, "provide parents with status among their neigh-
bors and serve to provide the children 'with important learning
models."

At Farren (Chicago) a concerted effort is. made to identify parent
skills, .knowledge, and talents through aquestionnaire sent to the home.
Parents are encouraged to share their knowledge in the classroom and
participate in assembly programs.

The questionnaire, calling attention to the need for a "closer rela-
tionship between our school and our parents;" isks the parents to list
their hobbies, places they have traveled to, Ole nature of their employ-
ment, community work they have done, and\related matters. Mothere
skilled in homemaking projects are also urged to identify themselves..
The parent is also asked to recommend neighbors who would be willing
to share unusual experiences with childrep at school. The school
principal commented, "It takes time and effort to gather and compile
this information and keep it current, but it's worth it. Parents who
participate in these activities are given status by their neighbors..
They take a new interest in their children and in .our school."

At Dunbar (Philadelphia) the school-community coordinator con-
ducts.a house-to-house survey to determine the occupation, hobbies, and
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other interests of parents. She maintains a file on parent abilities and
informs teachers periodically of the contributions that parents can
make by sharing their knowledge with pupils in the classroom. Some
after-school classes for adults are taught by parents who were identi-
fied in the survey. An after-school class in homemaking and another
in sewing and mending clothes are taught by mothers.

During individual contacts with parents, staff members in the par-
ticipating schools obtained information on parent abilities, skills, and
talents. This task was an important responsibility of the school-
community agents in Detroit and the school-community coordinators
in Philadelphia.

lb

Assisting Parents To Help Their Children In School

Because culturally disadvantaged parents tend to be suspicious of
or shy with school personnel, they are often reluctant to visit the
school or to intervene with school authorities in behalf of their children.
Their inability to assume a complementary function in the learning
process also precludes them from reinforcing academic activities in
the home.

The interviewees in the participating schools called attention to the
need for culturally deprived parents to recognize the nature of the
demands which the school places on their children. And they pointed
to the necessity of establishing pritctices designed to help parents learn
how to participate meaningfully in the education of their children.

HNC for Punts N Pruchod Children

It is generally accepted that the preschool child's home experiences
are important factors in his adjustment to the formal learning en-
vironment of the school. By the time a child from a marginal cul-
tural environment enters school, his development has already been
determined to a degree that makes it difficult for the school to provide
him with compensatory experiences. Both his desire and capacity to
succeed in school may have already been impaired.

Some of the practices designed to compensate for the preschool
child's cultural deprivation depended on active parental cooperation.
iSpecial efforts were directed toward enlisting parental participation
lin preparing children for the formal schooling experience.

Some of the participating schools conducted organized learning ex.
tierienoes for the preschool child and his parents. At Cowes, (De-
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troit) a nursery school _program for children 3 to 5 years old attempts
to improve the ability of parents in rearing their children. An effort
is made to introduce the participating parents to the demands of the
school program and to help them understand their role as school
Petrone

The nursery consists of 2 classes of 80 pupils. Each class meets
from 4 to 6 p.m. every other day in the school's daytime kindergarten
facilities: Parents act as assistants to the nursery teacher assigned to
each class; a ratio of 1 adult for every 5 children is maintained. The
parents also attend monthly of the Nursery Parents Club,
which is led by the nursery teachers. Discussions of characteristics of
early cluld growth and development are held, based primarily on the
experiences and observations of the parent assistants. Parents are en-
couraged to pose problems which concern them about child rearing.

During the monthly club meetings, parents are led to perceive how
they can provide appropriate -experiences for their children at home
in order to prepare them better for the formal schooling experience.
In this commotion, parents are taught how to read nursery rhymes to
their children. The teacher demonstrates the practice and, in later
sessions, the parentii perform this function in a group setting. The
value of conducting this and related activities at home on a reiular
basis is emphasized by the teachers

The director of the nursery program observed that "after four years
of constantly shifting and improving the program, we are convinced
of the value of reaching parents of the children early. We have found
increased parent know-how benefits their school-age children, too.
Also, many a the parents, as the result of their participation in the
program, have been motivated to return to school to enroll in adult
education classes." He added that "the participating mother's in-
creased knowledge of desirable child rearing practices leads to im-
proved attitudes toward the school. This experience has a cumulative
effect--other parents, the school, and the community itself benefit from
the expaq,ding awareness which a mother experiences by participating
in our proram."

Preschool observation classes at Henderson (Baltimore) and other
schools, sponsored by the parent education unit of the Division of
Adult Education, are designed to help parents learn methods of guid-
ing the development of their children. "These classes," observed.the
supervisor of parent education, "provide children with appropriate
experiences in the early years of their personality formation, when
the pace of development is most rapid, but when the child is not
eligible for the ithoors formal guidance program." The. svpervisor
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pointed out that the classes are primarily for parents; children maynot attend without their parents, though parents and other adults mayattend without their children.
The classes typically meet in a school building or recreation centerfor 21/2 hours one morning each week for a 30-week period. The par-ticipating mothers in the class bring their children, aged 2 through 5,to the class. They then sit at a table observing the children participatein a variety of activities. The parents are active observers. Eachmother records her observations on forms provided for that purposewhich contain guiding questions: "How did a child make friends?""How did the teacher encourage a reluctant child to participate in thepainting activity I" During the final hour of the morning session,the mothers gather in a room adjoining the nursery to discuss their

observations with the teacher, who points out some child development
principles underlying the activities they have observed. During thisperiod, the teacher's assistant supervises the children.

In addition, parents keep a written record of their child's behaViorat home on another form, which also contains guiding questions. The
teacher reads the written records each week, writes comnients on them,
and returns them to the mother. These annotated records, along with
the teacher's evaluation 9f the child's development, serve as a baths for
individual parent-teacher conferences on the progress of both the
child and the mother in class.

The 'supervisor of parent education commented that the preschool
observation classes provide parents with what may be called "practice
teaching" in parenthood. "This is an experience much needed by all
parents," she observed, "but particularly needed by parents from
culturally deprived backgrounds."

After 10 sessions of observation and discussion, the mothers are
given an opportunity to take turns assisting the nursery school teacher
in supervising the children. "Our expectation," commented the super-
visor, "is that these experiences in seeing and doing, along with the
principles learned during discussion, are more likely to carry over
into the parent's, daily child-care practices than reading or hearing
about it." Then, too, she added, "the parents have been conditioned
to work closely with teachers; and learn to respect their judgment and
profei3sional skill. They become firm allies of the school."

The Adult Education Division in Baltimore also sponsors parent
cooperative centers for preschool children. The division staff provides
the participating parents with both preliminary training and con-
tinuing education consultation. Each mother must attend 12 to 15
training sessions before she is eligible to enter herchild in a coopera-
tive center. .4.06
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The preeervioe training is necessary, because in the cooperative

centers the parents serve as assistant teachers under the direction of
a trained nursery school teacher. This training may be obtained in
one of three ways: suoaiessful completion of a course in guiding
children's growth, offered by the Division of Adult Education ; com-
pletion of the 10.week preschool observation class described above; or
attendanceat a summer workshop provided by the Baltimore Council
of Parent Cooperatives.

In the cooperative centers the children are provided with opportuni-
ties to develop social skills and self-reliance in a friendly environment.
A staff member of the Adult Education Division commented that
under these conditions, the child is provided with an effective bridge
between the security:and informality of home and the outside world
soon to be provided by formal school life.

But most of all, another staff member of the division observed, "The
parents grow in understanding of their own children and in their
sense of competence as parentsthrough the preliminary and inservice
training sessimis, the assistance they provide in the . supervision of
cil n, and the group activity in planning the nursery program."

" e underprivileged young mother," commented dill another staff
member, "needs help in overcoming a sense of isolation and inadequacy
as a parent. The cooperative structure helps to achieve this end ; the
participants tend to become a family of families and thus receive
needed emotional support".

During preregistration for kindergarten children, which takes place
in May, parents at Henderson (Baltimore) are informed of a series of
meetings that will be held at the school, dealing with ways in which
they can better prepare their child for the school experience, The
meetings are planned by a committee of classroom teachers, plus the
school nurse, and the home visitor and school social worker from the
central office who are assigned to the school. Under the guidance of
the principal, responsibilities for the presentations are assigned.

At the first meeting teachers explain to the parents some character-
istics of early childhood. The talks include information about child
developmental tasks. At the meetings the school nurse provides
information about child health care. Parents are encotirage4, by the
teachers to provide their children with activities which will broaden
and enrich their experiences. The social worker, for eiample, had
informed the 'teachers at the planning.seesion that on the baths of her
home visits, she learned that many of the children had never been in
the downtown area of the city, had never been to a museum or to
other public places, nor had their parents ever shopped in the down-

.
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town stores. Parents were encouraged to take their children on trips
beyond the confines of the immediate neighborhood.

Some initial bus trips to the city were planned by teacher-parent
groups after the meeting. Teachers accompanied the parents on
the first trip and advised them about places to visit on subsequent
tripe to be taken on their own. During this meeting parents are
adviied to subscribe to a daily newspaper and to purchase popular
picture-magazines for the home.

At the second meeting the social worker informs parents about her
role in the school and about community resources, especially recrea-
tional and health facilities in the immediate neighborhood. At the
third meeting the children in the first-grade class present a program
for the parents which highlights some of the classroom activities
they were engaged in when they were in kindergarten., This program
includei a tour of the school ; kindergarten facilities and the play
area are given special emphasis.

"One of the greatest obstacles we have to overcome in enlisting
parent participation in our school," observed the principal at Hender-
son, "is the fact that they are fearful and suspicious of the school
settingand of us. Many have had unhappy school experiences and
they communicate their hostility to their children." Many ap-
proches, he explained, are employed in contacting parents and main-
taining a continuing relationship with them. For example, notices
about meetings are left-with local ministers to announce during Sun-
day service. In addition, members of the room mothers organiza-
tion serve as volunteers to inform other parents of the meetings.
They contact a certain number of parents who, in turn, agree to
contact a given number, and so on. In addition, children are asked
to urge their parents to attend the meetings, and notices are sent
home periodically.

At Ludlow (Philadelphia) the school-community coordinator ar-
ranges for parents to meet in small groups of 10 to 15 persons. These
parent clinics are held in the summer for parents of preschool chil-
dren, of children entering first grade for the first time, and orahilz
dren who have recently moved into the neighborhood.

The nurse explains the school health services and safety regulations
while walking to and from school. She also explains to the parents
how the school makes use of the health forms and the necessity for
parents to provide accurate inforthation. In addition she informs
them about the importance of providing children with a good break-
fast before sending them to school, about the nature and importance
of a well-balanced meal, about the immunization shots available for
their children, and about general child health care.
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At the actual meetings the school-community coordinator explains

his duties to the parents ind informs them about community agencies
which can provide them with needed assistance. He also tells them
about adult classes .based on their interests and needs which can be
organized with a discussion leader provided by the Adult Extension
Division. In addition, the counseling teacher describes his responsi-
bilities and encourages the parents to come to /the school at any time
to talk to him about their children's academic or behavior problems.

A faculty committie of primary teachers at Famen (Chicago)
developed a guide for parents of kindergarten and entering first-
grade pupil& The guide is handed to parents at the annual spring
get-together at school. On parent interview day the parent-teacher
conference is partly bised on the guide.

The guide begins, "Here are suggestions for you to help your chil-
dren get ready for their first experience in school. If you will do
these things at home, the children will do better in school." The
sheet, contains a series of reading aid& For example, under "Help
Children to See: A Walk Around the Block," the following are
listed : "(a) Help children to notice the changes in the seasons; ob-
serve trees, bushes, flowers, leaves, clouds, sun, and moon ; (b) Call
attention to trucks, buses, cars, street signs, lampposts, fire hydrants,
manholes, mailboxes, telephone posts . . ."

Under the heading "Help Children to Listen and Hear," parents
are encouraged to read stories and nursery rhymes to their children
and to play "sound games"' The guide suggests playing games with
words starting with the sound of "s" during mealtime.

In addition, the parents are encouraged to converse with their chil-
dren. They are urged to ask their children such questions as "What
did you play outsider "What happened at kindergarten today I"
"Tell me about the children you played with today." Further, par-
ents are encouraged to stimulate self-expression in their children .by
asking them a series of questions as they look at pictures in popular
magazines together. Parents are also. urged to count objects with
their children, help them to know and write their namee, develop
motor control, and teach them to discriminate colors. Parents are
reminded that the school staff is always happy to see them to answer
questions "about what your child is doing hi school or why we are
doing what he tells you."

At Doolittle (Chicago) a series of panel discussions is held in the
spring for parents whose children will enter school in September. As
paiel members, the parent education counselor, the school psycholo-
gist., public health nurse, and social worker discuss some of the things
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parents can do to prepare their children for the school experience.Parents are advised, for example, about the need for their childrento know their names and addresses. They are encouraged to help theirchild to be aware of numbers, by counting knives, forks, and spoons atthe dinner table, and performing other counting exercises at home.Parente are also encouraged to teach the child nursery rhymes and toread them stories.
Following the exchange among the panelists, parents are asked todivide into small "buzz" groups to discuss problems related to theirpreschool child which are of concern to them. The director of theproject, the building principal, and the panelists meet with the indi-vidual groups. The parents are then asked to reassemble in a largegroup, and further exchange between them and the panelists is en-couraged.
"Parent education," commented the director of the Doolittle projectre"would probably fail unless democratic methods were employed. We

respect the individual worth of each parent and his opinions. Whenwe brought them together and encouraged them to share their prob-lams with us, we were frankly amazed at the depth of their percep-tion. As a staff, we learn ,as much as the parents from these ex-changesperhaps mom"
At Dunbar (Philadelphia) the school-community coordinator visitsthe homes of families who children will enter kindergarten or firstgrade in September. The coordinator visits the homes in the springand explains to each parent what is expected of them in helping their

child successfully make the transition from home to school. When
neceesary, she visit8 homes of working parents in the evening. zd

The coordinator emphasises to the parents the necessity of carrying
out instructions contained in a leaflet on. how to prepare the child for
the school experience. If parents are illiterate or semiliterate she ex-
plains the contents of the leaflet fully. At the same time, she encour-
ages them to enroll in an adult evening class on reading, held at the
school. The coordinator also uses the occasion to urge parents to at-
tend Home and School Association meetings and to become active in
other school-sponsored activities.

"My approach is direct and simple, sometimes blunt," she explained.
"I tell the parents that the school is working hard to help their chil-
dren succeed in school, totkt that it Cannot do the job alone. I tell them
that if they do notcooperate with the school, they are letting down their
own children" She added, "They know I am their friend and that I
share with them a mutual interestthe welfare of their children.
They listen and cooperate."
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One of the most important means of strengthening school-home in-
teraction is the teacher-parent .confemnce. Parent mistuiderstand-
ings, inattention, or apathy are less likely to occur in a face-to-face
encounter.

At Cowen., (Detroit) teacher-parent conferences are arranged when
remedial instruction for a schoolchild is indicated. The principal
sends parents a notice informing them that their child would benefit
from remedial classes, which are held twice each week after regular
school hours. The bottom half of the notice lists alternate hours and
days of the week for an appointment with the teacher.

If the parents consent to have their child participate in the program,
the teacher arranges for a conference, at which time she explains the
purpose; of the "Special Clam Contract." According to the contract,
the parents agree that if their child is accepted in the special class,
they will insure that the child will attend regularly. They also agree,
according to the °contract, "To help their child at home as asked by the
teacher." The contract concludes, "I understand that if I do not ful-
fill the above agreement, my child will be dropped from the class."

The assistant principal commented that the arrangement elicits from
the parents a commitment to cooperate with the school in behalf of
their children. "Parents are convinced of our sincerity to help their
childten succeed in school. The suggestions for helping their children
which the teacher communicates to them by phone and subsequent con-
ferences are favorably moeived by them. Their natural desire to do
the best they can for their children sustains the contract arrangement."

A setries of individual parent-teacher conferences are held through-
out the school year at Doolittle (Chicago). Parents sign up for the
conferences during the group meetings featuring panel discussions,
described in the previous section. Parents who have difficulty in
making an appointment, such as working mothers, are contacted
through first-class mail or phone calls at their place of work until
a conference is arranged at a mutually convenient time.

During the conferences infants and preschool children, wham
mothers may bring with them, are supervised in play areas by school
staff members. Refreshments are served, and the program is geared
to a positive approach with parent& "Wedcl not demand and talk at
parents," observed the director of the project, "we invite and talk with
them. We look upon parent education," she continued, "in very broad
terms--everything from a casual meeting in the corridor to a formal
group conference. To be sure," she added, "we staff members learn
from these conferences, too."

717-912

I

-
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The conferences are held in the school building from 13: 80 to 9:00
p.m. and also daring library and gym periods, when die mom teacher
is free of classroom duties. The child, his room teacher, and the
parenteeducationsouriselor participate in the conference. In addition,
other consultants, such as the teacher-nurse or the school psychologist,
join the conference as needed. During the meetings, classroom teach-
ers usually tell the parents about thp child's progress in school and
advise them on hoi they can help their children derive maximum
benefit from their school experience.

"Ow basic purpose in these conferences," commented the director,
"is to gain the oonfidence of the parents, to help them understand that
we have a common interest with themthe education, health, and
welfare of their children."

At Dunbar (Philadelphia) parents are requested to return Their
child's refoort card to the school ; conferences are then arranged with
their child's teacher, who discusses with them their child's progress in
school. Meetings are scheduled in advance for between 3 00 and 4:00
p.m. by the classroom teecher. Working mothers are asked to inform
the school principal if they cannot keep the appointment. In such
casts evening meetings are arr!inged. The counseling teacher, health
coordinator, and the school-community coordinator are on hand dur-
ing these hours counsel with parents. Special attention is given
to parents whose children are having academic or behavior problems.

The issistant principal at Parrett (Chicago) commented that
"parents in our community do not come to school voluntarily." In
an effort to bring about closer relationships between the honte and the
school, a series of permit interviews were organize& Parents were
invited to make an appointment with their child's teacher to promote,
as the home notice says, "better understanding of your child's physical,
social, emotional, and academic needs and to determine, cooperatively,
ways that we can work together to develop all his capabilities."

Foryarents of kindergarten children, the first, reporting period on
Parent Interview Day involved use of a checklist which served as a
pupil progress report. Under "skills" ,(drawing, coloring, and cut-
ting); the teacher checked a. continuum from "very good" to "poor."
Under "habits," there were 10 statements such as "he follows direc-
tion," "he completes all his work," "he comes to school clean," which
the teacher checks during the conference with the parent. The class-
rook teachers met regularly with the principal to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the conferences and revised the checklist accordingly.

The principal observed that parent response was so successful that
parent-teacher interviews were scheduled for all grade levels at pe-
riodio intervals during the school year. "Being personally invited
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to come to talk about a [ion or daughter's academic progress, physical
and emotional problems and relationships with peers in a quiet set-
ting with the undivided attention of the teacher resulted in almost
perfect attendance." And she added, "Teachers, too, gained insight
regarding the family life and home background of children in their
charge which they found highly useful."

At Divoll (St. Louis) warning notes are sent home if a child is
failing in a subject. The note emphasizes that the child i9 "failing
himself." Alternate dates are arranged for a parent-teacher confer-
ence; the note is signed by the principal. A checklist identifies pupil
deficiencies, correction of which requires parent cooperation : "lack of
study at home," "poorly done assignments," "frequent tardiness."

The principal at Ludlow (Philadelphia) observed, "Our staff makes
every effort to help parents understand that we are as interested and
concerned about the wellbeing and welfare of their children as they
are." This statement was amplified by the school- community coordi-
nator at the school, who commented that communicating with parents
was based on "1n-0-need-your-help" approach. "We encourage par-
ents to look upon themselves as our partners in the education of their
children. When they realize that they have an important function to
assume, they are receptive to specific suggestions that will aid their

or children to succeed in school."
This approach was underscored by a comment made by the director

of the Doolittle project (Chicago), who said that underlying all their
activities with parents is the theme "We need their assistance in educat-
ing their children," She added, "We always assume a positive ap-
proach with the parent& We establish contact with them early in
the school year, and regularly confer with them about their child's
progress in school in order to reduce the passibility of haring to call
(hem in after a learning or behavior difficulty has come to a head."

Generally, the school principals stressed the value of an "open door"
policy in their schools. Efforts were made to set up attractive recep-
tion areas at school entrances, to have student monitors welcome visi-
tors and direct them to the principal's office, and to have teacherelf:
available foroonfeiences during specified hours.

im-sew SNIP Cateratos

Another method of misting parents to assume greater responsi-
bility for the education of their children was through large and small
group meetings. These meetings provided the staff with opportunities
to share general information with parents on ways of reinforcing
school efforts in behalf of their children.
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The primary medium for communicating with the parents in theBanneker District's "Operation Motivation" program was large groupmeetings of parents at the individual schools. The director of thedistrict established a practice of meeting with parents each seniester.The purpose of the meetings is to convin :'the patentig that schoolstaff members are sincerely interested in p oting the iducation oftheir children; to acquaint them with specific tasks they can performin complementing.the efforts of the school in behalf of their children;to help them understand that school success is a necessary preconditionto future employment opportunities ; and to show, through graphicmaterials, the gap existing between current levels of pupil achieve-ment and the citywide and national norms.
The director observed that merely telling parents where their chil-dren stood in relation to city and national norms- was not enough."We had to tell them in concrete terms just what they could do to helpus help their children develop their potential. To that end, we de-veloped a 'Parents Pledge of Cooperation,' as follows :"

I. I pledge that I will do my level best to help my child put forth his besteffort to study and, achieve in school.

I. will make sure my child attends school every day on time and is suffi-ciently rested to be able to do a good Job.
I wilt provide my child with a dictionary and, as far as I am able, a quiet,well-lighted place to study.

I will insist that my child spend some time studying at home each day.
I will visit my child's teacher, at least once during each semester.
I will discuss my child's report card with him. I will compare my child's

. grade level with his level of achievement.
I will Join the P.T.S. and attend meetings as often as I can.

II. I recognise the fact that skill in reading is the key to success in schoolachievement. Therepre
I will provide my child with a library card and insist that he nee, itregularly.

I will give Mm suitable books frequently (on birthdays, holidays, andother special occasions) .

I will give Mm a subscription to one of the weekly school newspapers ormagazines.

III. I pledge to do my best to impress upon my child the fact that successin school is his most important business.
The pledge is reinforced and expanded by a sheet entitled "Hintsfor Helpful Parents," which lists specific tasks that parents can under-take to help their child succeed in school.
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At Dunbar (Philadelphia) a short course for parents entitled
"Helping Your. Child with School Problems" was conducted by the
Language Laboratory Teacher. Parents were informed about how
they could assist their child to improve his reading, writing, and spell-
ing. The children in need of such special assistance from the home
are identified in periodic conferences held by staff members. Notices
are sent to parents encouraging them to attend the evening classes.
The school-community coordinator reinforces the invitation through
personal visits to the families.

A mother's club was organized at Carr Lome (St. Louis) for the
purpose of broadening the knowledge of parents about ways to help
their children take full advantage of their opportunities in school.
The evening meetings are organized by a parent-teacher committee.
Outside speakers are invited to talk to parents about problems in
their child's attitudes and behavior which concern them.

At Doolittle (Chicago) group conferences are held at regular inter-
vals throughout the year by individual/ classroom teachers for
parents of children in her class; larger group conferences are also
held for parents of all children in a grade level. The group confer-
ences, which take place during school time, are designed to help par-
ents understand the school program and how they can support school
efforts at home. At these meetings parents serve as hosts and hostesses,
greeting people at the door, pinning name tags on them, and serving
refreshments. The room conferences also serve Its a means of inviting
parents to sign up for individual conferences..

The parent education consultant commented, "These conferences are
as useful to the professional staff as they are to the parents. It is
imperative for us to know about parent attitudes toward their chil-
dren's schooling, their homy conditiOns, their concerns and needs. The

- more we kninv, the more we can help the parents."
A series of small discussion groups involving parents of seventh-

de pupils are conducted at Jefferson (Detroit). These sessions are
conducted b school-comm.unity agents, with classroom teachers sit-
ting in as , I : hints. Two, group meetings, one in the early after-
noon and an her in the evening, are held twice each week fors 4-week
period. The scussiong focus on informing parents about the school
program and elping them to help their childreitplan ahead for high
school. In a dition, parents are invited to raise questions about
aspects of ado ,..nt behavior which they find difficult.to understand.

One of the : hool-community agents commented, "We felt that we
tapped a vital parent need in setting up this series. We discovered
that 90 percent of the parents who participated were not involved in
other adult activIties sponsored 13y the school." The agent quoted
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enthusiastic parent responses found in the yritten evaluations madeby each parent at the end of the class session. "They liked the small,
permissive classes," he said. He also observed that the parents whoparticipated in these meetings told others about them, and attendanceat the second series increased markedly.

A similar parent-discussion class is held at the high school which thepupils at Jefferson attend upon graduation. A school-communityagent commented that plans are underway to establish a similar dis-cussion group in a feeder elementary school. "In that way," headded, "we would have an unbroken line of parent-orientation classesfrom elementary through junior high to high school."
At Einstein (Chicago) the principal sends parents a notice invitingthem to attend a series of meetings for the purpose of orienting themto the school. "One of our problems," she commented, "is that ourparents tend to regard kindergarten as of little importance. Welearned this as a result of the lukewarm response to our openingbulletin and an Open House for parents at the school." As a conse-

quence, the principal and her staff planned and conducted a series ofmeetings for parents at which the parent-education consultant, theschool social worker, the school psychologist, and classroom teachersdiscussed ways in which the parents could help their children in school.The social worker assigned to Henderson (Baltimore) described herdeep concern, about family conditions, a concern that arose as theresult of working with youngsters referred to her by teachers: "Ifound through home visits that children referred because of deviantbehavior were illegally abbent from school, hungry, untidy, and ill-clothed. They disliked school immesely." She added, "In my at-tempt to involve some of the parents in helping them to assume greater
responsibility for their child's school adjustment, I found throughindividual conferences with these parents in their homes, that theyknew little of what was expected of them. These homes did not pro-vide the kinds of experience which could serve as a bridge to the schoolsetting. The parents really wanted to be partners with the school inthe education of their children, but they didn't know how to go aboutit."

The social worker planned with the Adult Education Departmentto provide a learning experience with a selected group of 10 parentswhose children were having academic difficulty and behavior prob-lems. Although normally the adult education unit does not providean instructor for fewer than 15 parents, the smaller group could bejustified, she believed, because the large families represented a dispro-portionate part of the school populationas many as 50 children, in-
cluding preschoolers. "We attempted to change the parents' attitude
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toward school authority, which they were suspicious of and which
caused them to withdraw from school," observed the social worker.

The class met weekly for 11/2 hours in the afternoon, from February
through May, under the guidance of a discussion leader supplied by
the AdultEducation Department, who worked closely with the social
worker. Two of the mothers had eight children each. "Those two
families were known to practically every social agency in the com-
munity," commented- the social., worker. "Their children came to
school in such an untidy condition that other children rejected them."

The social worker checked periodically with the teachers and at the
end of the program was able to report that the physical appearance
both of parents and children improved, as dick the children's behavior
and motivation to learn. "This is a two-way street," she commented.
"The teachers have to learn, too, and adjust their own perceptions to
the realities of parent attitudes toward them and toward schooling."
In meetings held with the teachers regarding the learning experience
provided parents, she shared with them some observations on the un-
derlying basis for certain parent behavior patterns. "For example,"
explained the social worker, "I helped the teachers recognize that par-
ent apathy and even hostility toward school are a means of self-
protection against what appeared to them to be rejection from still
another institution, representing to them, authority and coercion.".

Mts. "M," the mother of tight school-age children was urged by the
social worker to enroll in the class to benefit her children. Her chil-
dren regularly came to school tardy, their attendance was poor, and
their academic achievement was low. "After the fifth session," said
the social worker, "the mother's own personal appearance improved
Gradually, desirable changes in the children became evident. First
of all, they came to school on time and regularly. Then the mother
took ah increased inteiest in their progress report. And she soon be-
gan to attend parent-teacher meetings with her husband. By the end
of the 'school year, we noted a significant improvement in physical
appearance, health, and academic achievement of the children."

At Forreatville North (Chicago) parents of incoming seventh-grade
students were sent an invitation to attend one of the three conferences
held each day for a 1-week period. The letter sent to each paient ex-
plained the importance of the visit, and requested them to confirm the
appointment made for them.

The principal, assistant principal, classroom teacher, counselor,
teacher-nureie, and parentteacher association president were present
at each meeting.. Each of them presented to the assionblqd parents and
students an overview of junior high school life. The students were
then dismissed, find the parents were provided with hints on how they
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could help their child succeed in school. They were encouraged toinsure their child a suitable place to study, to praise their child's workwhen appropriate, and to take the child on trips for enrichment
Purposes. The audience was then divided into small groups, to which
members of the staff were assigned. Parents were encouraged toraise questions provoked by tiwpresentations.

The school-community Niaita at Barbour (Detroit) helped to
organize a women's club, ivhich meets twice a month in a faculty
lounge. In an informal setting, teachers rotate as discussion leaders.Parents typicalleoring up problems which concern them about their
child's lemming lor behavior difficAlties. The group sponsors evening

. meetings which feature speakers or films. In addition, the club
organized bus trips to places of interest in and outside the city.

In connection with the Women's Club, a school-community agent
, "The unstructured format and informality that we encourage

ps to draw out the parents. The socializing benefits are as im-
portant as the informational advantages to parents. Before long,
we find that the parents themselves are seeking structure. The idea
of holding evening programs originated with them."

Why Adkins:

At Carrollton (Baltimore) an evening study center was establishedfor the pupils in the school library and study halls. Parents were
asked to assist teachers in managing the program. They were also
encouraged to make use of the library for their own purposes.

At Forrestuille North, a series of mimeographed sheets containing
hints for parents is designed to reinforce the periodic group discus-
sions involving parents, teachers, and guidance counselors. The sug-
gestions to parents include child health care, nutrition, recreation,
and guidelines for helping their children succeed in school.

Parent newsletters, which stress- the parents' role in stimulating
and maintaining their child's interest to succeed in school, are sent
home periodically. Stress is laid on the parents' responsibility in
helping their children manage their time at home, developing habits
of regular study, responding to their children's questions about mat-
ters that concern them, encouraging them to use the dictionary and
reference books, and patronizing the local library. Parents are also
encouraged to discuss current events at mealtime and to compliment
their children on theirprogress in school..

At regular interval,' the principal, in consultation with his teachers,
sends certain parents a form letter indicating that "your child is
not giving proper attention to his study habits" and asks them to
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insure that their child study at home for "at least a 3-hour period,"
to provide "a suitable place in which to study," and to seep it that "all
home assignments are completed as accurately as possible." The letter
is signed by both the principal and the classroom teacher. The parent
is asked to sign the lower pOrtiQn of the letter, tear it off, and return
it to the school by his child. The Jingle ntence reads, "I have read
this letter and will see to it that m child improves his study
habits." Typically, the letter is a foll wup to a parent-teacher con-
ference held at the school.

A noon-hour film program was established at Banneker (St. Louis)
for the purpose of providing children and their parents with vicarious
cultural experiences.. The educational film program is managed. by
parents, with the guidance and assistance of school staff members.
Parents plan the progams, preview the movies, and watch them along
with the children.

Through school exhibits, book fairs, and PTA meetings featuring
movies and speakers, parents in the participating schools are encour-
aged.to insure that their children are provided every opportunity to
succeed in school. Parents are urged to give books for presents, to
take children on excursions outside the neighborhood, to listen to
worthwhile broadcasts and watch recommended telecasts, to attend
selected movies, and they are invited to view assembly programs de-
signed to inspire and provide them with needed information.

Other schools send 'home notices suggesting to parents ways of
helping their child Egucceed in school. One notice cautions the parents
to help their children use clear, correct speech ("a child must hear
the right sounds and associate them with the right letters") ; pro-
vide him with rich experitnces ("listening-and-looking walks, trips
to the zoos, parks, shopping canters, libraries, farms, and fairs are
sources of good experiences") ; stimulate his imagination ("Bein
simple stories and let the child suggest what may happen next").

Similar notices to parents issued by other schools encourage them
to respond whvi a child asks questions; to give him small tasks
that develop htiself-confidence; to listen to his description of events
that took place 'during the day; and to set a good example in their
own speech, behavior, and values.

In many of the schools "Culminating classroom activities" provided
opportunities to, invite parents to attend school functions. Paients
were invited to attend classes where children reported their activities
in connection with a unit of work (Baltimore) ; to attend assemblies
where pupils were honored for academic, athletic, or musical ac-
clomplishmento (Philadelphia) ; and to attend evening programt where
children displayed articles made in class ( Detroit) . .
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Assisting Pared: To Develop Thir Ab Mess and
Improve Horns and Community Vii

Besides attempting to enlist parent participation in the educationof their children,' some of theAarticipating schools maintained pro-grams and services for adults to help them overcome their own cul-tural and social deprivation. Adults were assisted to become more
knowledgeable and effective citizens, parents, and community leaders.The interviewees suggested that involvement in such activities assistedadults to take a greater interest in improving the schools and thatsuch efforts had a positive effect on their children's attitudes toward
schooling. The variety of adult educational, social, and cultural needswas met through formally organized classes, informal discussiongroups and clubs, demonstrations, excursions, and related activities.

6

Previa' Oppodadties ter Solflaprvaiit
A wide range of educational programs for adults was provided by

some of the participating schools. Adults were encouraged tottake
advantage of opportunities to improve or develop skills as home-makers, consumers, and citizens.
Activitim To Itnreave Abilities and TalenttBecause of their edu-cational and social deprivation, disadvantaged parents and otheradults require organized activities to assist them to develop their
potential.

At Wanainaker (Philadelphia) the staff conducted a survey of par-enta to determine the nature and extent of their interest, in adult edu-cation classes and to identify the types of classes which adults feltwould be most useful to them. As a result of the survey, evening
classeii were organized by the school gaff, with teachers supplied by
the School Extension Division of the Philadelphia Public School Sys-tem. Over 300 parents enrolled in classes in the first year of the pro-
gram. -Classes were organized to proiride concrete and meaningful
experiences to enrollees. For the job seelier, there was a class in pre-paring for a civil service job; for persons who wished to develop or
increase a skill, a class in typing and shorthand; for personal enrich-
ment, a class in piano for the beginner and one in Spanish; for the
hobbyists, woodworking; for self-development, public speaking. In
addition, classes in millinery,, home nursing, and budgeting were or-
ganized r thehousewife.

me 1 principal at Wanamaker commented that many of the
parents clad classes to gain knowledgeand skillswhich wouldMr,

9
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them share in the school activities experienced by their children. One
principal cited the cue of a father who had left school after complet-
ing the eighth grade, who mid, "My son is in high school. I want to
improve my reading and writing so that I can read his books, talk to
him about his school work and help him, if I can." The principal
also referred to a parent who wanted "to learn to talk right and use
good English around my dauhter."

The principal cited other examples of the variety of uses to which
parents had put new-found skills, uses which benefited both them and
their schoolchildren. For example, after successfully completing a

I 'ng course, a father built a combination bookcase and desk
for I;. ter so that she would have a place to study in an, over
crowd .. home. "Some pApils were reluctant to attend school because
of shabby clothing," observed the principal. "Parents have taken ad-
vantage of our clothing_claas in order to gain experience in construct-
ing suitable clIklies for their children."

The school-community agents at-Jefferson and Barbour (Detroit)
assume the task of organizing adult education classes and encouraging
parent participation. Classes in hatmaking, marketing nd cake dec-
orating are provided, as are classes in the basic tool subjectsreading,
writing, and arithmetic. Classes in leadership training are also
available.

Concerning the usefulness of these classes to both the adults and
their children, school- community agent observed, "Through newly
acquired knowledge, parents gain pride in accomplishment, and a
new-found interest in improving the physical appearance of their
home. They also discover the personal satisfaction of making new
friends."

"Although parents are not able to articulate their needs, they can
see the advantages of improving the quality of their lives which adult
afternoon and evening classes can provide," commented an agent at
Barbour. "When they take advantage of these opportunities, and
find satisfaction from the experience, they share their discovery with
their neighbors. As a consequence," noted the agent, "we find grow-
ing parent support of our school activities, as shown in greater partici-
pation in teacher-parent conferences, the parent-teacher organiza-
tion, school assemblies, and other school-home activities." She added,
"We can count on these parents to support us when we ask for their
help."

At Barbour- (Detroit) new classes for adults are formed each quar-
ter of the year. Classes in basic reading, writing, and arithmetic are
organized. For the homemaker, there are classes in swing, hatmak-
ing, flower arranging, cake decorating, and marketing. Courses in
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typing, shorthand, home modernization, and woodcraft are also avail-able. Two-hour classes are held throughout the after-school periodfrom 8 : 80 to 9 : 80 p.m.
A school-oommtmity agent at Barbour said, "We have observed, asa result of organising and promoting these classes, that as parentsbepome more secure in their relationships with us, and can more readilyidentify with the school, they take their responsibilities as parents

more seriously. And, as a consequence, their children's attitudes to-ward academic work improves. We keep checking with teachers andnote a direct relationship between parent participation in these classesand improved attitudes toward school on the part of their children."At jefferso (Detroit) adult classes are held from 4 :00 to 900 p.m.Every effort is made to put the parents at ease in the school abtting.In notices to the home, adults are informed that "Classes are very in-formal. No one dresses up." For children between the ages of 4 and11, child-care centers, study lounges under supervision, and appropri-
.

ate classes and clubs are provided while their parents are attendingcisme. For parents interested in employment opportunities, special
programs are arranged to provide information on job openings and
how to apply for jobs. There are also discussion groups on commu-nity problems, featuring outside speakers.

A schedule for a 2-week period in a notice sent to the homes'at
time the author visitedJefferson follows

Tuesday, March 6:

Wednesday, March 7 :
Thursday, March 8:
Monday, March 12:
Tuesday, March 18:
Wednesday, March 14 :

Social Sewing, 6 to 8 p.m. Bring your mending
and coffee cup.,

Women's Club, 1 to 3 p.m.
TB Parents' Team, 2 to 3 :110pan.
Women's Club. Constitutional Committee, 1 to S p.m.
Homemakerie ub, 6 to 8 p.m.
Employment r.

s rtunities with Civil Service, 5 to
6: 90 p.m. tatives from City and County
Civil Berv!ce will be present to discuss job open-
ings; qualifications, bow to apply and be selected
for civil iervice employment)

Oonununity Problems, 7 to 8: 30 p.m., Subject :
"Obscene Literature;" Speaker from the Detroit
Police Department

At Jefferson a school-community agent discovered that mates sent
home by the schoolchildren announcing adult classes, clubs, and other
activities often did not reach the parent& One means of inswing thatnot reached their destination was to leave notices with cashiers in
the local supermarkets, who put them into the grocery bags.

Classes for parents at C0108118 (Detroit) include groups organised
to discuss parenthood, personal improvement, how to apply for a job

t
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and find one, letterwriting, public speaking, and conducting a meeting.

'Also school personnel organized classes on leadership training for
block clubs organizerin the Jeffries low-rise housing project. In
addition, school community agents formed a "Know Your City" tour
group. Trips were jointly planned, with parents playing leading roles
in identifying places to visit. Tripe to colleges, high schools, farms,
industries, and business establishments have been organized.

At Marcy (Detroit) parents are sent a form twice a year which
asks them to check the school-sponsored activities they have attended,
such as "cooking," "sewing," "dancing," "household repairs," and
"home decorating," along with "reading improvement" and "child
study." Possible reasons for not attending such activities are listed

have small children," "I didn't know about the classes," "I'm not
interested in what's being offered") . The form asks parenth to check
activities they are interested in. Classes in "household mechanics,"
"child study" and "helping your child with homework" are taught by
regular classroom teachers. Classes such as "home decoration," "good
grooming," "how tO make money and keep it" are taught by teachers
supplied through the Division of Adult Education.

The parents are asked on the reverse side of the form to check
the best time for them to attend the classes: 6-8, : 80-6 : 30, or 7-9
p.m. They are also asked to volunteer to serve as leaders of group
activities for children after school and in the evenings. The activities
are directed by a classroom teacher or other professionslly trained
person, with parents serving as assistants. The activities include
classes which range from remedial arithmetic and reading to recreation
in the school gym.

The director of the project in Detroit commented that classes in
shorthand, typing, speech, and leadership training provided parents
with opportunities to gain communication skills which enhanced their
ability to be gainfully employed. Formation of classes in arithmetic
and reading stemmed from parents' request& "They asked for 're-
fresher' courses in these basic skills," commented a school-community
agent, "so that they could help their children with their studies."

Short-term classes in the basic skills, classes in budgeting, food
preparation, furniture repait, and the like provided adults with op-
portunities to become more .effective in fiousehold tasks, and served
to bolster their self-esteem and aspirations for themselves and their
children.

Out-of-School Enrichment Eepenenee&Prents are largely re-
sponsible for their child's acquisition of rich experiences which he can
draw upon in the formal learning environment of the school. Inter-
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viewees pointed out, however, that a disadvantaged physical and socialenvironment offers a restricted range of experiences both to parentsand children. The variety of intellectually stimulating experiencesprovided to children by parents in more favored socioeconomic cir-cumstances are outsidei the scope of activities of culturally deprivedparent* Some schoo4 attempted to overcome these cultural gapeby providing organiuyi excursions for parents to places beyond theimmediate neighborhood.
fit)Barbour (Det 1,9 the school-community agent makes plans withparents weeks in ad 'nee of bus trips scheduled for enrichment pur-poses. The time is s t in helping parents budget their money inorder to save enough. for the trip, in helping them to plan luncheswhere appropriate, aad to prepare for experiences which are new tothem, such as eating in a restaurant or attending a museum. The

school-community agent holds both pre-trip and poet-trip meetingswith parent& These meetings provide her with opportunities to de-tannine parent needs and responses to the experience, which aid herin scheduling future tripe. ..

At Columns (Detroit) tripe to the city and surrounding area haveincluded tours by boat and train and a walk along a nature trail.Trips were also made to nearby colleges and high schools and to farms,local industries and businesses, radio stations, museums, parh, and
transportation terminals. A school-community agent commented. onthe values which parents derive from such trips: "The trips broadenthe cultural horizon of parents, whet their appetite for more experi-
ences. We encourage them to make such excursionson their own after
guiding them on one or two tripe. Typically, they take their childrenwith them, and adult and child learn- together."

At Columbus (Baltimore) the information gathered from the par-
ent survey described on page 18 was analyzed by a committee of
teachers, and was tabulated and distributed to the faculty. The
knowledge that families in the neighborhood had very limited cultural

. experiences, mostly vicarious ones gained from 'watching TV, led to
joint parent-teacher planning to organize enrichment experience&
The planning was done by the parent-teacher organisation already in
existence.

Bus trips on weekends were organized, enabling parents and chil-
dren to attend concerts, ballets, and plays together. Each trip was
followed up by activities in the classroom and by an appraisal of the
trip at parent-teacher association meetings. Parents were also takento a local public library, shown how to use the Wenn°, Elle, and
encouraged to visit and. use the library with their children.
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The questionnaire survey had yielded the information that 90
percent of the families ' had television sets and watched programs
regularly. This information led the committee to compile a list of
programs of educational value to parents and their children. These
lists were distributedethe homes through the children. The poten-
tial benefits of the programs were underscored at meetings of the
parentteacher association and at meetings of room mothers. In addi-
tion, several meetings of the room mothers group were devoted to in-
forming parents of ways in which they cou]d enrich their children's
experiences. Using the daily newspaper as a source of information
about current events and local cultural activities in the city was
emphasized.

"In an encapsulated Negro neighborhood such as the one our school
serves," commented the principal of Dunbar (Philadelphia), "the
children and parents haven't been beyond their immediate physical
surroundings. We provide them with opportunities to broaden their
cultural horizons through bus trips." At Dunbar, bus tripe for en-.
richment purposes were taken in connection with topics under study
in social studies and language arts. Bus trips outside the immediate
neighborhood included visits to places of historical interest, museums
of art and science, industrial plants, food distribution centers, airports,
parks, farms, housing developments, and libraries.

Working togther with school-community coordinators, parents
played an important part in planning the trips, which were made dur-
ing school hours and on Saturdays. Parentireceived advance instruc-
tions about what to expect while in transit and at the destination. "We
wanted the parents to participate, to feel a part of what was going on,
and to actively share the experience with their children," said the
principal.' "We didn't want them to serve as glorified babysitters."

The school-community coordinator observed that parents sought in-
formation about proper dress, .ordering and tipping in a restaurant,
and a variety of social situations which they had no familiarity with.
The coordinator commented that the bus trips offer some parents the
first opportunity they have ever had to eat a meal in a restaurant with
their families. Parents are encouraged to attend museums and librar-
ies in the city with their children, i'Most of them didn't know that
there was no fee required to attend public places such as museums," ob-
served the principal. They were concerned, in the beginning, about
their attire, about saying something inappropriate. But after the
initial experience, and the satisfactions derived from it, they were
eager to visit other places of interest. Before long, they were making
family trips to the city on their own."
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At Wanarnaker (Philadelphia) the Saturday Parent-Pupil Bus Trip
Program is an outgrowth of the class trips taken during school hoursby pupils and teachers. School-community coordinators, a classroom
teacher, and sometimes the principal accompany parents and pupils onthese trips. A classroom teacher commenttd, "We have run the gaindfrom museums to universities." She observed further that the appear-
ance, interest, and behavior of pupils in the company of their parents
on such trips showed noticeable improvement over a relatively short
period of time.

At Wanatnaker there are also evening programs designed to enrich
the cultural lives of patents. There have been musical program fea-turing a concert pianist., other soloists, and bands and orchestras.

As part of the school's efforts to improve the self-image of its chil-
dren and their parent#, Wanamaker displays in the corridors photosand works of outstanding Negroes in the arts and other fields.In addition, parents are sent a weekly flyer entitled "Enrichment
Opportunities for You and Your Children," which includes tt list. of
suggested places to visit in the city for enrichment purposes. Theflyer also lists recommended radio and television programs. In late
spring, the flyers include lists of cultural educational, or recreational
facilities available to the public. Patents are encouraged to broadenand enrich their experiential backgrounds by joining the children ontrips to places of cultural and historical interest.

At Farren (Chicago) a booklet entitled "Neighborhood Aids" wasprepared for parents by the Community Relations Committee of the
school staff. The booklet lists the names and addresses of health serv-
ices, social service agencies, legal assistAnce agencies, .nursery schools,
counseling services, and recreational and cultural agencies in the larger
community.

The school staff at Farren also prepared a booklet for parents of
academically talented students. Entitled "Interesting Places to Visitin Chicago," it lists cultural and educational agencies and centerswhich can provide the students and parents with opportunities to
broaden and enrich their experiences. The booklet contains a sectionon the arts, museums, conservatories, zoos, recreational facilities, and
tours. ,

Strosithoing Home all Family Life

As indicated in chapter H, newcomers to the city find difficulty in
adjusting to the challenges of homemaking and child rearing in anurban environment. Disorientation to urban living patterns is further
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compotmded when families are disorganized or broken. Thds, in addi-
tion to progranis and services that attempt to develop and improve
abilities and talents, culturally deprived parents need assistance in
strengthening home and family life.

S ervion for Mt HomemakerAmong the complexities of urban
life which newcomers to the city must cope with are the daily chores
of shopping, meal preparation, budgeting, and related homemaking
activities.

At Ludioth (Philadelphia) an adult evening clam on family living
was launched through the combined efforts of the principal, school-
community coordinator, and executive committee of the Home and
School Association. The school-community coordinator publicized the
formation of the class through personal contact.

The class was headed by a discussion leader from the Division of
School Extension. The content of the course consisted of topics of
immediate practical interest to the parents, who were encouraged to
inform the discussion leader of homemaking problems which con-
cerned them. Budgeting, marketing, and meal planning were among
the topics taken up.

The principal at Ludlow made this comment on the beneficial effects
of such classes: "As they share their skills with other parents, interest
in succeeding classes grows, and parents become conditioned to look to
the school for practical assistance in their daily lives." He added that,
as the only viable social institution in the neighborhood, the school had
an obligation to bring needed educational services to parents

One of the school-community coordinators at LuNow described the
close working contacts she maintains with parents during her home
visits. She typically makes suggestions for improving the physical
appearance of the home and encourages mothers to attend the sewing
classes at school so that they can learn how to make curtains for the
home. She obeerved, "We find that parents respond when they dis-
cover that school personnel are genuinely interested in their welfare.
It is not unusual for us to find a marked difference in the physical ap-
pearance of the home when we make a return visit."

The school-community coordinator at Dunbar (Philadelphia) orga-
nized a demonstration on food preparation. Parents who were receiv-
ink surplus government food had expressed a need for assistance in this
important homemaking activity. The demonstration was conducted
by the homemaking consultant from the central office of the school
system.

The purpose of the demonstration, held in the school building
early in the afternoon, was to show parents how to prepare inexpensive

71t414111 0--41411-4
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meals with surplus-food. The school-community coordinator assisted
the homemaking consultantduring the demonstration. Following the
demonstration, the cooked food was consumed by the parents.

The school-community coordinator, who had visited every family in
the neighborhood, comthented, "I know that mothers most in need of
this instruction came t011e demonstration, We plan to provide food
preparation demonstrations which are broader in,scope in order to
reach a larger proportion of parents."

The home economist serving Special Project classes at Douglas
(Cdcago) sends parents the following form letter:

As homemakers and patents, we are faced with many daily problems.
Because of our past experiences, we are able to solve some of these very
easily. There are others that we cannot solve and often we would like to
know to whom to turn for help. There are times when we would be happyto have someone to tellAbout our problem.

I believe if we could tet together at your convenience and discuss our
problems and exchange ideas as to how we have solved some of them, it
would help all of us very much.

If you are interested in getting together with other parents, please fill
in the form below and return it to me.

The letter contains a list, of "Home Based Activities" in which the
home economist provides direct assistance. Parents were asked to
check the activities in order of preference, to choose between meeting
with a group outside or in their home, and to indica4 the hours that
would be most convenient for them. The activities listed include
budgeting (earning, spending, and saving money wisely) ; child care
and development (growth and development patterns, food, clothing,
diseases, recreation) ; home improvement and beautification (proper
methods of house cleaning, furniture arrangem'ent, color schemes) ;
home sewing (garments for oneself or for another family member or
items for the home, such as slip covers ; also shopping trips for purpose
of selecting patterns, sewing equipment, and material) meal planning
and nutrition (p)anning well-balanced and economical meals).

The home economist then sends each respondent a letter ind
the date, time, and place of classes, which are usually held in the day-
time, primarily in homes of parents or 'ftt a nearby community center.
Parents are encouraged to bring their small children to the meetings.
At tilt centers responsibility for the children is shared by parents; in
the homes, the host parent typically supervises children activities.

. The home economist observed that nearly three-quarters of the par-
ents who responded checked "sewing" as the activity in which they
wished to improve or develop their skills; second in interest was "meal
planning and nutrition." The cooking,demonstrations were held in a
room equipped for that purpose, located at ground level of the nearby
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public high-rise apartment. The home economist also organized small
sewing classes which met in apartments of parents.

In connection with the food preparation demonstrations, the home
economist has prepared an instruction sheet on subitituting ingredi-
ents ("for 1 square ounce of chocolate, you may substitute 3 table-
spoons of cocoa plus 1 tablespoon of fat") ; another instruction sheet
is on cooking terms, and still another describes a food plan for good
nutrition for children of various ages.

The home economist commented, "Such concrete services are needed
and wanted by patents. We use this contact in which there is very
high interest as a -fulcrum to increase their confidence in the school
staff and tie them more closely into our school program and services."

Also at Douglas, teachers and consultants prepare mimeographed
booklets designed to make pupils and their parents more knowledgeable
shoppers. A booklet on catalog buying, entitled "Don't Shop with
Blinders on : See What You Buy," contains suggestions for wise pur-
chasing on the installment plan. This instructional aid is used along
with standard mail-order catalogs to teach addition, subtraction, mul-
tiplication, division, fractions, and percentages, as well as measure-
ment. Weights, costs, insurance and postage rates, Federal excise
taxes, and service charges are computed for hypothetical orders.

The school principal commented, "Comparison shopping from dif-
ferent catalogs teaches judgment and stimulates discussion and critical
thinking, for both the student -and his parents. The units are orga-,
nized so that parents assume responsibility of learning along with
their children." The principal observed, "Newcomers to the city
often serve as prey to sharp traders, who take advantage of their
ignorance and confusion. They require specific guidance in managing
their livesprudently."

The booklet on credit and installment buying emphasizes the impor-
tance of economic competence and wise money management. In the
booklet the terms "carrying charges," "charge account," and "install-
ment- sales account," are defined ; the practice ofi borrowing on life
insurance or borrowing from small loan companies, and the purposes
of "credit unions" are explained. The booklet contains a section on
budgeting the family. income, with a chart showing a sample budget
for a family. Also included is a copy of -a mail-order installment
credit contract. In group meetings, parents are encouraged to make
practical use of the information contained in the booklets.

At Einstein (Chicago) parents are asked to complete a question-
naire which lists classes available for parents both during the school
day and after school. There are classes on "Improving Your Read-
ing," "Learning about Books for Children," "Techniques for Rearing
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Children into Good Citizens," ."Managing a Budget and Saving
Money," and "Preparing Meals for Children and Family." In addi-
tfon, there are classes that lead to an eighth-grade diploma and short-
term classes on "Filling Qut Job Application Forms." There are alio
organized tours to places of interest in Chicago, designed to help
parents broaden theirhorizons.

The principal stated that parent,response to such opportunities in-
creased when the invitation was reinforced through home visits by
the parent. education _counselor, visiting teacher, and classroom teach-
ers. "We attempt to break down the sense of alienation and isolation
which is characteristic of our parents who live in high-rise apartments.
We try, through these organized activities, to help them make a firmer
connection with their families, our school, and the larger community."

The social worker assigned to: genderaan (Baltimore) discovered
through her home visits that may parents had never shopped in down-
town stores. With the approval of the principal, she organized bus
trips for parents to downtown shopping centers. Accompanying them
on buying excursions, she pointed out savings available in the large
stores.

Classes for Parents-aThe interviewees pointed out that culturally
deprived parents need information and guidance to increase their
competence as parents and as homemakers. They also stressed that
parents sometimes experience overwhelming problems in managing
household routines and rearing children in deprived circumstances.

In Baltimore the typical parent discussion group, led by an in-
structor supplied by the Adult Education Division, is based on the
interests and .problemgof those enrolled. The duration of the classes
and the topics discuses(' vary with the expressed interests and needs
of the parents. The discussion groups, with 15 to 20 members, meet
during school hours or in the evening. Usually, the school provides
a babysitting services while the parents are attending class.

In a parent discussion group at Henderson (Baltimore) attended
by the author, the topic under discussion was sibling rivalry. Par-
ents were seated around a long table, some with infants in their laps.
The discussion became particularly spirited when it turned to chil-
dren's use of money. The leader, through skillful questioning,
brought out the issues and led the parents to develop some approaches
to the problem which they had not previously considered.

After the class session the discussion leader informed the author
about the increased understanding of child growth and development
gained by the mothers as a result of the discussion group process.
She also called attention to her close working relations with teachers
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in following up attitude and behavior changes in the children of
parents attending the classes.

The discussion leader also observed, "The value of the groups lies
noeonly in the learning which takes place, but in the permissive
climate we create to encourage discussion. The support the mothers
receive from an understanding group of parents facing similar prob-
lems helps them overcome self-defeating attitudes. They discover a
new-found respect for themselves as parents and as citizens." The
discussion leader commented that the practice of giving each class
member an office or committee assignment reinforced the individutl
parent's sense of worth and usefulness. She added, "We believe that
increased knowledge gained from the group lends cohesiveness to
the family and improves the child's, in9tivation and achievement in
school."

The single-parent family, typically with the father absent from the
home, presents special pioblems for scipol personnel, because the
mother is overwhelmed by her parental' tasks and the schoolchild's
learning and behavior tend to be adve7ely affected.

The Adult Education Division (Baltimore) provides group dis-
mission classes for parents who have np. spouse in the home to help
in the child-rearin tasks. The "pareits without partners" classes
meet with leaders who not only are fokmally qualified to be parent-
educators, but also have themselves "I the task of rearing a child
alone. The Supervisor of Parent Ed ion observed that such dis-
cussion leaders bring to the class a deep linderstanding of the prac-
tical and emotional problems of lone pa -\ . "The parents in
these groups," she added, "derive a great des of support from each
other. Indeed, they have at times continuect their group meetings
through the summer months when we cannot 'provide them with an
instructor."

The disorganization suffered by families as a result of urban
renewal programs, are transferred from slum dwellings into. high-
rise apartments was pointed up by the social worker at Douglas (Chi-
cago) : "Often the metal health problems of these persons are
intensified whoa they move into these apartments. They have been
uprooted from familiar surroundings. Their sense of physical and
social isolation is acute. Under these conditions, parents without
mates face especially difficult circumstances in rearing children alone."

In recognition of the acute ,disorientation of the children without
fathers in these homes and the need for them to halm a successful
adult male image with whiCli' to identify, and emulate, the social
worker organized a "fathers" club. She had discovered that more than
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half the families of the project youngsters had no father in the
home.

"To meet the needs of both the children and lone parent," she said,
44we organized a club by asking each child in these families to bring
with him an adult male who was interested in them. The persons
turned out to be classroom teachers, ministers, relatives, and friends--
some of whom lived with the family. We met," continued the social
worker, "every 2 weeks in a nearby recreation center. We asked them
about the kind of problems they needed help on and brought in
consultants to provide them with needed information and socializing
activities." The parent education counselor, who later assumed re-
sponsibility for that activity, participated in planning the project.

In addition, during the summer, the counselor and a classroom
teacher with training and experience in social work developed a
"Large Family Excursion Project," involving some 25 families, each
of which had 6 or more children. The need for the project was
recognized when it was discovered that many of those families had
never shared activities as a family unit outside the home.

In preparation for excursions to the city by, bus, the counselor and
teacher helped the mothers to budget their money, select proper wear-
ing apparel, and plan lunches. The counselor observed that parents
were also to learn about appropriate behavior, such as tipping
in a restaurant. The home economist was called in as a resource
person to help develop opportunities for family members to share
experiences as a family unit. The enthusiastic response of the par-
ents toward these activities at the end of the summer led to their
continuation throughout the year. .

In addition, parents have been encouraged to attend the city art
institute without their children and to select inexpensive reproduc-
tions they would like to have in their living rooms. The home econ-
omist assists in choosing and hanging the pictures.
Social. Activities for the FamayChildren form self-images and
concepts of themselves from the key figures in their lives. The
child's parents provide the basic models or prototypical reinforcing
agents, in nearly all behavior. School-sponsored family activity out-
side the home is one means of promoting family "bridges" and rein-
forcing a child's identification with his parents. Some schools have
tried to invigorate family life by .inviting families to participate in
school-sponsored recreational activities.

One night each week is designated as Family Night at Jefferson
(Detroit). During theft get-togethers, families participate in com-
munity singing, group games, and related group activities. The
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school staff uses the opportunity during the evening program to
report on current-class projects. Materials produced by the children
in class are exhibited. Also, elements of a country fair are intro-
duced; samples of preserves produced in adult canning class are
on exhibition, and later in the evening a taste test is conducted and

. a prize given to the parent who made the best-tasting samples. Also
at Jefferson, the Women's Club sponsors a Mother-Daughter Banquet.
The highlight of the banquet is a faithion show which represents the

feature of the Adult Clothing Class.
t Dvabar (Philadelphia) an organization of residents called

commanders," is responsible for maintaining contact with a
filed number of their fellow citizens: The block commanders uncle/
thi supervision of the school-community coordinator canvassed the
irighborhood to identify parents who possessed performing talent and
Avere willing to perform before an audience. Commanders gave the1 informition to the Entertainment Committee of the Dunbar Homeand
School Assotiation, whose members compiled a resource file of parent
talent. The information, which is kept current, is a means of recruit-
ing parents to perform in an annual assembly held in the evening,
called Parent Talent Night.

The principal at Dunbar observed that this activity "has an aspira-
tions' effect on both the children and adults." He added, "We call
attention to the fact that every human being has a talent which can
be developed." The programs include vocal and instrumental solos,
choral groups, and combos. Spurred by the success of the first year's
effort, the following year the parents presented a skit. "They seem
to enjoy the experience, and they communicate their enthusiasm for
finding a constructive outlet for their talents and energies to their
children," observed the school principal.

The entertainment committee also sponsors Family Fun Night,
devoted mainly to activities in which all members of the family can
participate, such as folk dancing, group singing, and simple games.

Working for It Niethorboods

Civic attitudes of disadvantaged adults often raise obstacles to
community improvement. Typically, they do not take the initiative
in working for the well-being of their immediate community or the
larger society. "Neither experience nor training enables the dis-
advantaged to participate in---or even to sympathize withcommu-
nity efforts to solve problems of urban living. Rarely have they ace
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quired the notion of organizing to achieve group purposes; they often
lack even an awareness of group needs. "'

As may be seen in chapter II, many of the neighborhoods served by
the participating schools were characterized by blight, overcrowded
homes, dirty streets, and unedifying social activities. Examples of
school efforts which attempted to motivate and assist parents to im-
prove the physical and social deficits of the neighborhoods are set
forth in this section.

Contacts With FamiliesThe staff at Farren (Chicago) sponsors- a
house-to-house cleanup campaign. The "cleanup," "paintup," "light-
up," and "plantup" campaign involves use of a checklist for parents.
A team of parents from the parent-teacher organization visit the
homes with a checklist which includes such items as "clean the yards,"
`cover the garbage can tightly," "plant flowers in window boxes," and
"fix and paint fences." The campaign is carried out annually in the
spring. The house-to-house visits are also used to encourage parent
participation in the local block or neighborhood club.

At Banneker (St. Louis) staff members attempted to arouse parents
in the neighborhood to beitutify their home surroundings. Staff
members planted grass seed in front yards and supervised the activi-
ties of pupils who volunteered to care for these lawns. The residents
of the homes then assumed responsibility for care of their lawns in
accord with instructions provided by school staff members and the
pupils. The "demonstration lawns" impressed other residents, who
sought information from the school on grass seeding and lawn care.

During parent-teacher meetings and in notices to the homes, the
staff at Carr Lane (St. Louis) sought to enlist those parents who
lived within sight of the school building to serve as "watchersri-of the
school and grounds. "The pirents", said the principal, "developed a
sense of ownership toward the school, looking upon it as an exten-
sion of their 'property. "' He observed that vandalism directed toward
school property diminished considerably within a short period of
time, as the parent "watchers" quickly reported to law enforcement
-agencies suspicious movements by persons on the school grounds.
Organized Neighborhood GroupsAt Ludlow (Philadelphia) the
priAcipal and the scho91-community coordinators organized a dis-
cussion group with the assistance of the director of the Division. of
School Extension. Parents who were interested in improving the
physical appearance of the neighborhood were invited. In soliciting
assistance of the parents, the coordinators stressed the importance of

I rrom Education and the Disadvantaged American. Washington, D.C. : National Edu-
cation Association and American Atsociation of School Administrators, Educational
Policies Commission, 1962, D. 8.
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improving th .11. rhood so that children would have a healthier
and more five place in which to learn and play.

As a t of a series of meetings to which city officials were in-
vited, "Block Improvement Clubs" were organized. The clubs meet
regularly in the school and promote campaigns among residents en-
couraging them to keep streets clean, wash pavements, establish win-
dow flower boxes, organize trash collections, and the like.

At Dunbar (Philadelphia) the need for a health council was die-
cussed during a meeting attended by the school principal, the school-
community coordinator, and the executive council of the Home and
School Association. The presence of unsafe and unhealthful condi-
tions in the neighborhoodunsanitary lots, dilapidated dwellings,
restricted schoolyard spaceled to formation of an organized group
to deal with these problems.

The council is composed of three committeesone of teachers, one
of pupils, and one of parents. The parents committbe, under the
leadership of the school-community coordinator, succeeded in having
the schoolyard enlarged, in obtaining new traffic lights and signs,
in having vacant houses boarded up, and in having condemned prop-
erties razed. In addition, the parents' committee helps collect cloth
ing for needy children and their families.

As a result of their efforts, a dental clinic was set up at TV anatnaker
Junior High, located across the street from Dtvabar. Previously, the
neargS dental clinic in the city was too far away for parents to attend
conveniently. In the initial period, parents set up a rotating list
of vfolun;rs, who supervised the children at the clinic and assisted
the dot* until an oral hygienist was appointed. "The dental clinic
was efitakthshed at the very time that efforts were underway in the
city bricSntralise health services," commented the principal at Dunbar.

This successful effort encouraged the parents to take on other proj-
ects. "Wheii they can see a needed service for children which can be
met by organized effort, and have confidence in the guidance our school
can give them, they work hard to achieve their goal," the principal
observed. "They feel secure within an organized group through
which they can express themselves and work toward a solution to a
problem,

The director of the project in Philadelphia observed that attempts
to organize communities in depressed urban neighborhoods frequently
fail because high mobility tends to inhibit a feeling of "belonging" and
because a deep-rooted distrust and fear of "authority" MUSS residents
to be secretive and withdrawn. In addition, economic, educational,
and vocational frustrations often lead to lack of initiative. "The
improved rapport between school and home and the resultant orga-
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nized effort to improve the neighborhood stems, in large measure,
from the school-community coordinator's ability to counteract these
obstkcles," observed the director.

At Columbus (Baltimore) the principal and his staff, concerned
about the disturbed state of affairs among the students and parents,
formed a hupian relations committee consisting of school personnel
and officers of the local parent-teacher association. The first step was
a house-to-house visit by the school staff to enlist the cooperation of
parents in helping their children plan their leisure time, to help the
parents understand tie importance of giving children responsibilities
at home, to set a good example themselves, to take pride in their
neighborhood, and to pass on the information to other neighbors.

The parents were also told that a Parent Group of the PTA of
"Operation Understanding" would visit them in connection . with
Friendship Week. The basic purpose of "Operation Understanding"
wail to develop an understanding of and appreciation for appropriate.
ways to work, play, and live together, and to develop an increased
sense of responsibility toward family, school, and community.

The efforts of the school to improve relations with the citizens in
the neighborhood had come to the attention of the mayor of the city,
who proclaimed "Friendship Week" for the entire city... The-proc-
lamation read in part that "whereas Columbus Elementary School has
been engaged in a project, within its school community, endeavoring
to establish and develop a spirit of friendship, understanding, and
acceptance and whereas Columbus School will try to promote among
the children and adults an increased understanding of working, liv-
ing, and pliying together; Whereas, their aim is, too, for edecrease
in the amount of group tension resulting from crowded living condi-
tions and to help youth and adults to acquire the ability to settle dif-
ferences amicably, May 13 through 19, 1962, is proclaimed as Friend-
ship Week." Children and adults were urged "to participate in the
activities planned for this week to aid in furthering these goals."

In preparation for Friendship Week, monthly assemblies were held,
with speakers and movies promoting better undeistanding among
groups. During Friendship Week a representative. of the Parents
Group of "Operation Miderstanding" brought to the parents a mim-
eoiraphed letter of introduction and a sticker saying "Join in Opera-
tion Understanding, School *99" for display in their windows.

Notify* ad Dowoloping Ndghborkood Laadsn

There is some evidence to indicate that .low- income citizens tend to
be reluctant to associate with and become active in, community orgaA,
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nizitions, in contrast to economically and socially favored citizens who
take to active organizational affiliations more easily.

The need for parent-teacher organizations, mothers clubs, commu-
nity improvement groups, and related orgalkized groups in the school
and neighborhood requires a nucleus of active, energetic adults fa-
miliar with organizational processis, parliamentary procedure, and
other administrative functions. In response to this need, personnel
in some of the schools attempted to identify and develop the potential
of citizens with leadership qualities.

Formal Tobin Sudan

The results of the family survey at Columbus (Baltimore), de-
scribed in chapter II, brought to the attention of the school staff the
pressing need for an organized learning experience.to develop indig-
epous leaders in the neighborhood.

The assistance of a Community Extension Agent at the YMCA
was secured to develop potential leadership qualities of selected resi-
dents of the community. Parents who played a prominent role in
"Operation Friendship" were encouraged by the school staff to enroll
in the leadieship classteld at the school.

During the class sessions, community problems were, discussed, and
methods of identifying and dealing with such problems through or-
ganized efforts were explored. Parent participants learned about the
nature of the leadership role in group process and how a democratic
leader functions.

The principal commented, "As a result of the leadership class, con-
ducted by the YMCA Extension Agent, our parents are better able to
conduct PTA and clam mother club meetings." Graduates of the
course have assumed leadership positions in the community; one was
elected president of the local block club. The principal added, "The
15 people who were involved in this activity have gained a great deal
of self-confidence, and their experience has inspired other parents to
participate in the leadership training programs. An unforeseen
outcome of the training," he said, "was the formation of after-school
student clubs which these parents helped organize and for which they
serve as advisors and sponsors." The principal pointed up the need
for providing continuous leadership training. "Too often," he ob-
served, "parents who develop into effective leaders leave our neighbor-
hood and move to a more favored environment."

At Harrison (Philadelphia) the school-community coordinator and
the principal discussed the possibility of developing a leadership
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course for selected parents. The relative stability of the neighbor-
hood population after completion of public and private dwelling units
encouraged them to undertake the effort.

Parents with leadership potential were identified by the principal,
classroom teachers, and the school-community coordinator on the basis
of their participation in meetings of the Home and School Associa-
tion and in other schoolsponeored activities,.

A 10-week course was planned by the coordinator in cooperation
with a discussion leader from the Division of School Extension.
Classes met in the evening once each week. Resource people for the
classes included personnel from the Division of School Extension
and officers of the Council of the Home and School Association in
the city of Philadelphia. -The course emphasized the duties and func-
tion of the officers of organizations and the nature of parliamentary
procedure. Role-playing served as a highly useful instructional
method. Parents exchanged roles as presiding officers and members
of the audience during mock meetings.

"We are gratified," commented the coordinator, "that our gradualp
have assumed leadership posts in many of our school activities. Their
self-confidence and participation in school and community affair have
increased- immeasurably as a result of this experience."

Still another effort to provide an organized learning experience for
parents and other adults to develop leadership potential web described
by the superintendent of District 9 (Chicago). An institute for com-
munity leaders was developed to serve the needs.of newcomers to the
district after a planning session with the director, the superintendent
of District 9, the Citizens information Service, and the Midwest Com-
munity Council.' Two-hour classes held once each week for a 10-week
period were organized to assist-selected candidates to become more ef-
fective as citizens, parents, and consumers, and to develop their lead-
ership potential so that they could exert influence in improving school
and neighborhood conditions.

"Our greitest difilculty in the beginning," observed the Director of
Human Relations, "was in identifying and recruiting students for the
classes. We were eager to include persons of both sexes, and a wide
range of ages and ethnic groups. We decided to ask local community
agencies, especially school people, to bear a large part of the 'responsi-
bility for recruiting adults for the course."

Persons who are contacted by workers in community agencies com-
plete an application form which requests them to list organizations
they belong to and any community work they are currently engaged in.
They are also asked to identify pome community problems and/to list,
in order of importance; the kind!' of learning experience among those
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they are seeking that, in their view, will help them become better
school and community leaders.

The focus of the COW* ison community probleins and meansof deal-
ing with them through organized efforts of citizens. Resource per-
sons from various public and private agencies are invited to speak at
the sessions; Although the topic may call for two or three. speakers,
audience participation time is greater-than speaker time

The classroom sessions feature small discussion groups, which- are
held following the questionand-tutswer period. When several speak-
ers participate in the dye session, they serve as resource persons for
these groupt. Homework assignments are provided to help the par-
ticipants develop new skills. Some assignments are based on observa-
tions of city council meetings and other organised visits to the city.
The topics for the weekly classes indlude "The Democratic Process
and Problems in Our Neighborhood," "How to Find the Facts About
Your City," "How to Conduct a Meeting," "The Government of
Chicago," "Rights and Responiibilities of Citizens," and "Hints for
Consumers." .

The Director of Human Relations commented that the adults com-
plete the oourse with "increased self-knowledge and skills for taking
action in oommtmity improvement. They learn the ways of accom-
plishing social change in an orderly fashion. People who don't have
faith or skill in negotiating to alleviate social injustice feel their only
recourse is the streets." He added, "Our students graduate with in-
creased confidence in themselves, in their own ability to get things
done in their neighborhoods, and in assuming more effective roles as
citizens and consumers became they have had opened to them many
resources previously closed:"

In the Banneker District (St. Louis) the District Council of Parent
Organizations consitthl of all officers of the local school PTA's or their
elected representatives in the 28 schools. The officers of the council
requested the director of the district to assist them in learning how to
participtite in and conduct organization meetings As a result of this
request, an instructional manual entitled "Tips on How to Conduct
and Participate in a Ifeethe was prepared by the Banneker District
staff in cooperation with the officers of the council. Classes are held
periodically, for the local PTA officers as their terms of office change.
"We fid," commented the director of the Banneker District, "that
parents derive a sense of security from this type of training. The
experience increases their willingness to be active in school- related
meetings and in community activities."

Sollool-Rekted ActieitiesThe block commanders (see page 49) were
organized in order to multiply person-to-person relationships between
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school and home. The organization, which grew to 50 members within
a year, assigns to the participants responsibilities for transmitting in-
formation about school matters and also uses other means to bring
them into direct and regular contact with school staff members and
witYtheir neighbor&

The commanders meet regularly with the principal, who employe
them as a sounding board for proposed changes and developments in
the school progrim. At such meetings, they volunteer information on
the attitudes of :residents concerning unmet educational needs. The
principal observed that the block commanders proved to be an effec-
tive medium of scoolhome communication sliortliafter they were
organized. A reorganization ph pupil promotion and placement in-
volving parent registration on a staggered basis was to go into effect
at midyear. The principal relied on the block commanders to explain
the procedure to the parents., As a result, a potentially complicated
and confused registration session was conducted smoothly.

On another occasion the principal, in conference with the executive
council of the Home and School Association, concluded that annual
graduation exercises for sixth-grade children did not justify the ex-.

penditure of time and effort required on the part of the teaching staff.
A highly simplified sixth-grade assembly, it was decided, could serve
the purpose. Again, the principal depended on the block commanders
to reinforce, through face-to-face contact, a notice pent to parents
regarding the change. "The results," he said, "were very gratifying.
Parents responded enthusiastically when we explained thftt. the time
normally spent in preparation for graduation would be used kr in-
struction of the children."

Also at Dunbar, the school staff considered tii.e possibility of orga-
nizing a cub scout pack. "The school staff could foresee the benefits
of such an organization to both the children and their parents," re-
calls the school principal, "but could it be accomplished in a neighbor-

""stood like the one Dunbar aerves I Would enough male parents
partieipater

The male members of the faculty considered assuming leadership
responsibilities themselves," the principal commented, "but the project
was_ appropriately a parent responsibility. If parents were deprived
of the opportunity to participate and develop self-confidence," said
the principal, "one of the major purposes of the school-home program
would tie defeatell." Through Home and School Association meOings
and personal contacts by the school-community coordinator, a nucleus
of parents who were willing to participate in the project was mobi-
lized; the cub scout group Wil8 successfully organized and maintained.
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With respect to other types of parent involvement, the principal
stated, "Our experience has shown that when parents are involved in
the planning and execution of projects affecting their children, when
their ideas are respected, and their contributions appreciated, benefits
accrue to both parent and school. Parents grow in knowledge about
and concern for the school. They gain increased pride and self-.
respect through involvement. We provide such parents with oppor-
tunities for increased responsibility in a leadership position."

The school-community agent at Marry (Detroit), in referring to the
adult activities provided by the school, commented that the school staff
members had to take the initiative "to get things started" by encourag-
ing parents to participate in school-sponsored adult education classes.
"When parents become involved," she observed, "they tend to develop
self-confidence, feel more secure with us, and become more assertive.
Before long, the parents with leadership ability come to the fore.
They begin to Bugg**, methods of improving procedures in our clu6s.
We quickly identify them and urge them to enroll in our leadership
training clan."

In the participating schools in Detroit the school-community agehts,
through their regular contact with parents, identify and recruit se-
lected adults to serve in various school-sponsored activities. The
agents recruit parents for membership in the PTA and other parent
groups, in block clubs, community councils, womens clubs, and the like.

The sociologist on the Detroit Program staff called attention to the
value of giving recognition to parents who have been particularly
active in school or school-sponsored programs as a means of encourag-
ing them to assume official responsibilities in organized school groups.
The principals, school-community agents, and others in the project
schools identified exceptionally active parents, who were invited to a
dinner meeting in the high school cafeteria. Members of an adult
class in banquet and party cooking served as waitresses.

After the meal the officials from each school and the selected parents
were recognized, and the audience' was then divided into small dis-
cussion groups. The accomplishments and unmet needs in strengthen-
ing school-home relations as part of the overall school program were
discussed. Observations from each group we're then shared with the
audience. In connection with this activity, the sociologist commented,
"We believe programs which recognizecontributions of active parents
are highly beneficial in holding their loyalty and in enlisting the aid of
other parents."



Chapter IV

GUIDELINES, OBSERVATIONS, AND COMMENTS

Public schools do not exist in a vacuum ; both their reason for exist-ence and their continued operation depend in part on their socialenvironment. This point of view and its implications for depressedurban neighborhoods require more attention from educators than theyhave received in the past.

1. Adapting the School Program Meet Ute Needs of the Culturally
Deprived

James B. Conant has pointed out in his Slums and Suburbs that "toaconsiderable degree what a school should .do and can do is determinedby the status and ambitions of the families being served." The "status"of culturally deprived parents and other adults in depressed neighbor-hoods is often characterized by physical, social, and economic de-
ficiencies. And as a consequence, their "ambitions" tend to be curtailed.

It is generally recognized that schools should provide programs andservices which compensate for a schoolchild's physical, mental, andemotional handicaps. Schools in depressed neighborhoods should as-sume an equally urgent commitment to compensate for a child's im-
poverished socioeconomic background. It follows from this proposi-jtion that such school efforts should be accompanied by activities whichattempt to compensate for the cultural deprivation of the child'sparents.

The 'presence of large numbers. of culturally deprived residents indepressed neighborhoods, therefore, should stimulate school staffs toexamine carefully their responsibilities and opportunities for develop-ing programs and services designed to compensate for the deprivationof both the child and his parents. The school in depressed areas, . inother words,- should -behave differently frog schools in more favored
socioeconorhic areas.
2. Dealingwith ti) nique Problems and 0

There is probably no general prescription for bringing about im-proved school-hime interaction. Depreseed urban neighborhoods
58
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present the school staff with problems quite different from those faced
by staffs in more favored socioeconomic communities. Moreover, de-
pressed neighborhoods differ among themselves. The thumbnail
descriptions of the 20 participating schools in the Appendix show dif-
ferences among them in size, ethnic composition, degree of population
mobility, type of housing, number and types of community agencies,
and so on. The schools also possess distinctive human and material
characteristics. Thus, the many variables existing among the schools,
homes, and neighborhoods preclude the possibility of developing a
readymade solution for improving school-home relations which would
be equally applicable to all school-commu,nities.
3. Initiating Practices To Improve and Strengthen School-Home

Interaction
The findings of this investigation indicate that culturally deprived

parents tend to lack the knowledge and social skills necessary to bring
about desirable changes in school, home, and neighborhood. These
parents, as revealed in the interviews, were reluctant to visit the
schools their children attended, did not become involved in the activi-
ties of school-related organizations, and were generally shy with school
personnel and suspicious toward them. In the face of parental reluc-
tance to take the lead in bringing about desirable change, the school
staff needs to create a climate in which parents are stimulated and
assisted to increase their responsibilities in improving school, home,
and neighborhood.

School staff awareness of the profound effect of the cultural envirpn-
ment on pupil behavior, attitudes, and learning should lead to efforts
to bridge the gap between school and home. If the school staff does not
take the initiative in developing an action program to generate school-
home interaction, it is not likely that such activity will be assumed by
the parents.

In this connection, Darold Taylor refets to education as a "total
process, in which the conditions of society deeply affect the child's
mind, the level of his achievement, and the range of his possibilities."
He further suggests, "It is no longer permissible to say that the social
environment of the child is not the problem of the educator, that it be-
longs to city planners, social workers, economists, housing experts, or
society. It belongs to everyone," Taylor insists, "but most of all to
axe educator. "'

I From Ms 'Ins Whole Child : Fresh Look" In Rsisrdse Review, December 16, 1962,pp. 42-43.

717-012 0-4W-3
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4. Collecting and Utilising Information on Some and Neighborhood
Conditions

If schools in depresied urban areas need to consider ways of adapt-
ing their programs to deal with multiple needs of parents, it follows
that staff development of appropriate practices needs to be based on
firsthand information on home and neighborhood conditions. The
character of these neighborhoodsin particular, the excessive tran-
sience of the resident-should prompt staff members to gather such
information on a regular and systematicbasis.

Perhaps the host effective means of gathering information on home
conditionals through home visits. Classroom teachers ancrpupil per-

_ sonnel workers attached to the school can identify the distinctive
socioeconomic conditions of families and thereby derive an increased
awareness of the relationship of home-living pattenis to pupil std-

. tudes and behavior. In addition, school staffs can obtain information
on home conditions through development and use of questionnaires,
interviews, and surveys. Useful information can also be derived from
census tract reports (see page 17). Administrators in these schools
should insure that efforts to obtain such information serve as a means
of developing appropriate practices for strengthening schoOl-home
interaction.

5. Providing Resources for School Principal; To Serve aa Key Agents
of Change

The initiative for bringing about school-homeneighborhood im-
provement often lies with the school, but the school can rarely assume
this role unless it is headed by a principal who provides creative Old
dynamic leadership.

n the schools visited by the aut o ,the principa s had been care-
fully selected to serve in -schools in de neighborhoods on the
basis of recognized competency. And lia.,,been encouraged to
attempt new and untried approaches by the ief scilool administrative
officer of the school system. In some cases, a itioinal staff and mate-
rial resources had been provided to facilitate t introduction of such
approaches.

The school principals were insiiumental in de oping conditions
conducive to releasing the creative energies of staff and lay
citizens in working out methods of dealing with col-home-neighbor-
hood problems. Typically, these principals upon the conviction
that the school is a community agency which is adm bly equipped and
located to communicate with parents regularly an to influence their
attitudes and behavior in a positive manner. The piticipals were also
acutely aware of the need to work closely with their staffs in sensitizing
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them to the need of finding better ways to increase school-home inter-
action. Periodic group conferences in which problems were clarified
and approaches explored served as an important channel of communi-
cation within the schools.

6. Increasing Teacher Competencies and Perceptions
The classroom teacher is the key figure in the educational process.

It is vitally important for teachers serving in depressed areas to main-
tain a high estimate of parent potential. School principals commented
that parents readily detect condescending or patronizing staff attitudes
and behavior, which serve to alienate them even further from the
school. Inappropriate staff attitudes vis-a-vis parents may widen the
social gap between school and home. The principals said in effect, "If
the staff expects little or no parent cooperation and participation in
school activities, they will bring about a self-Nfilling prophecy, for
parents will tend to assume the role expected of them."

Summer workshops and seminars where this and other problems are
dealt with by sociologists, anthropologists, psychologists, and others
can assist the staff to broaden and deepen their knowledge about work-
ing with culturally deprived children and their parents. Efforts can
also be made to encourage teachers to enroll in college classes which
will aid them in improving their competencies and illuminating their
perpeptions about disadvantaged citizens.
7. Enlisting the Services of a School-Home Coordinator

The school-home liaison persons in Philadelphia and Detroit served
as extensions of the school staff in reaching into homes. The effect of
their activities was to multiply contacts and increase interaction
between professional personnel and lay citizens.

Schools may wish to explore the possibility of assigning trained
community-organization specialists to work with parents of school-
children. These specialists can help the parent understand what the
child is learning and why ; they can also stimulate parent concernfor school, home, and neighborhood improvement, which will redoundto the benefit of the child in the classroom. Perhaps the most import-
ant responsibilitiesof the coordinator are (a) to work with parents in a
meaningful program that will help them to understand that educationis a basic instrument of survival and success in today's complex worldand (b) to assist them to communicate this realization to their children.If the school -home coordinators are selected on the basis of profes-
.sional experience in both community organization and group-work
activities, their highly useful skills can be brought to bear on the
exceedingly complex and difficult problems of influencing human atti-tudes and behavior.
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8. Reaching Parents Through Peivon-toPerson Contacts
The impersonality of urban life and the lack of social skills which

often characterize culturally deprived parents should lead to school
staff recognition that person-to-person contacts are needed to breach
the wall of separation between school and home. All other methods of
communication with parents in urban depressed neighborhoods are of
secondary importance.

In the participating schools a very high value was placed on visits
to the home by classroom teachers and other staff personnel. Visits
gave them increased perspective and insights about home conditions
that influence the learning and behavior of schoolchildren. Teachers
who appreciate the effects of home life on children's school perform-
ance can shape their classroom learning procedures to the needs of the
children. And parent interest and participation in school activities
can probably best be stimulated through the intimate exchange that
can take place in a person-to-person relationship.
9. Establishin and Maintaining the School as a Neighborhood Center

Staff efforts to improve school-home relations were facilitated by use
of the school building as a community center. The schools served as
a common meeting ground for all age groups in the neighborhood.

. Adult were provided with opportunities to work objec-
tives which they helped to develop and which were therefore meaning-
ful to them.

The school then was looked upon by citizens and staff as community
property, in both a physical and social sense. These schools extended
themselves in time, by providing round-the-clock centers for citizen
interaction and involvement in working toward solutions to personal
and social problems. They extended themselves in space, by providing
facilities and resources to all members .of the community who could
profit from their use. And they extended themselves in human
warmth, for staff members genefally were alert and sensitive to the
need of overcoming the cultural barriers which often existed between
themselves and the citizens they served.
10. Providing Early Childhood Education Program and Services

The author was often advised during the course of his interviews that
underprivileged children have typically not been exposed at home to
the stimuli which develop their readiness for formal, school learning.
The need to provide children with opportunities for oral language
development as early as possible to stimulate reading growth was
especially emphasized. Principal, and others pointed out that the lan-
guage used in deprived homes is simpler, and that there are fewer
attempts at explanation of the world, fewer qualifying adjectives and
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phrases, and fewer complex sentences than are typically heard in a
middle-class home.

Asa "downward" extension of the school, early childhood programs,
perhaps beginning at age 3, can be designed to nurture the child's
physical, social, emotional, and mental development. Such programs
can help the child increase his auditory and visual perception, motor
coordination, and concept development, and can assist him in meaning-
ful use of language.

Parents can be brought into such programs, as active observers and
participants. Thus, parental support for academic achievement can
be established prior to the child's formal schooling. Investment in
nursery programs will probably provide a far greater social return
than later programs which attempt to mitigate cultural deprivations,
some of which become irreversible.

11. Helping Parents To Assist Their Children To Succeed in School
In the schools, staff members repeatedly observed that activities de-

signed to increase parents' understanding of school efforts that were
made in behalf of their children were essential to pupil success in
school. Indeed, the schools probably gave greater priority to activities
designed to help parents help their children take fuller advantage
of their schooling opportunities than to any ()the': practice. Parents
were helped to recognize their unique and unparalleled opportunities
to participate in the educational process. School staff members gen-
erally acted on the assumption that parents were willing, even eager,
to help their children, but lacked the knowledge and experience paces-
sary for supporting school activities.

The practices suggest that inschdol group meetings can bskuseful in
providing parents with specific suggestions on how they can help their
children to succeed in school. The relationship of schooling to employ-
ment, of high pupil motivation to school success, of desirable home
study conditions to academic performance can be communicated to
parents in ways which are directly meaningful to them.
12. Assisting Housewives To Improve liqtrientaking Skills

Housewivis need direct and practical help on a variety of household
tasks. Such assistance to mothers, based on thejr expressed needs, can
be provided by specialized personnel from the central office who are
assigned to the school. Homemaking services are probably most effec-
tive when brought to the parents in group meetings held at the school,
a nearby community center, or in a space set aside for that purpose
in public housing units.

Homemaking services may encompass the following: a) teaching
the housewife to derive maximum benefit from limited finances through
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intelligent marketing, shopping, installment buying, and the like; b)giving assistance in organizing household routines; and c) providinginformation on these and related services available from other com-munity apnciee. Many of the interviewees indicated that schoolefforts to improve home livingconditions contributed to impioved pupilattitudes and performance in school.
18. Providing Parents 'with a Wide Range of 'Educational Programsand Services

Schools can provide a host of day, evening, Saturday, and summerclasses for parents and other adults in the neighborhood. Chases inbasic skills can help parents free themielves from chronic social de-pendency, unemployment, and personal deprivation. School person-nel, with their ready access to the home, can identify adults whci needsuch assistance.
And adult discussion groups covering a variety of problems can bemost effective when they are informally structured and when the topicsto be discussed are planned with the members of the group rather thanfor them. Discussion topics may include proper nutrition, orientationto urban living; home and family management, rights and responsibili-ties ofcommunity living, neighborhood problems and issues, improve-ment of family relationships, and other subjecth. Classes in creativeand industrial arts and organized opportunities to develop hobbies'and recteational activities can also be provided.

Schools can also arrange for parents to participate in excursions tpplaces of interest outside their neighborhoodlibrarieti, museums, artgalleries,ytheaters, and parks. These (Inducted explorations of the"outside" world can provide parents with unaccustomed opportunitiesto observe natural beauty and works of art..
14. Helping Parents Organise and Participate in Sehool-RekstedGroup.

Many of the problems existing in school, home, and neighborhoodmust bedealt with through organ' up effort. On the basis of the ,information elicited from the in *ewees, culturally deprived kinksappear reluctant to affiliate themselves with organized school groups.However, the findings of this study suggest that they will join togetherand work to achieve goals which are concrete and personally meaning-ful to them.
In the schools visited by the author,. local units of the NationalCongress of Parents and Teachers tended to be effective vehicles .forstrength school-home relations. The central principle of thePTA is that the welfare of children is best served by close cooperationbetween flyer two groups most intimately and deeply concerned witiv.'

.

1
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childrentheir parents and their teachers. The natural and inevitable
partnership of parents and teachers was facilitated through appro-
priate activities carried by that organization and similar parent-
teacher. groups.

Thus, participation in group efforts was especially evident when
the health, education, and welfare of their children were at stake. The
successful effort to establish a dental clinic in one of the participating
schools (see page 51) at a time when health and dental services pro-
vided by the city's public health service were being centralized is a

case in point.
Methods of identifying those parents with potential leadership abil-

ities can and should be developed by the school staff. And this prac-
tice can be followed up by 'providing such parents with organized
learning experience and other opportunities to develop their leader-
ship potential.

15. Recognising the Need for Further lnquirie8
Current trends and projections of population mobility and shifts

strongly suggest that the problems discussed in this study will continue
and will probably become more intense in the years ahead. In light
of this social reality, educators will continue to need information de-

rived from research to aid them in decision-making. Moreover, if
school staff membeis are to cardinate their efforts in improving school-

home relations, there should be agreement among them on the nature
of the problem.

Inquiries dealing with improvement of school-home relations in de-

pressed urban neighborhoods may include experimental research ef-
forts, case studies of promising practices, intensive interviews with
professional and lay persons in the school neighborhoods, demonstra-

.
tion projects, and pirticipant-observer studies.

Some suggested areas of study include the following : the extent of
disparity between the perceptions of parents and staff on citizen par-
ticipation and involvement in school activities, and the extent of dis-
parity between the perceptions of the principal and the staff-6
same matter. Since parents display varying degrees of participation
and cooperation in such school-related organizations as parent-teacher
groups, it might be useful also to study the characteristics of partici-
pants and nonparticipants and the extent to which parent attitudes
influence pupil attitudes toward schooling, education beyond high
school, and opportimities in the world of. work." The factors in the
-home background that contribute to low pupil-motivation should also
be identified.. 1
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If the school principil is the key agent of change in improvingachool-home relations, then more information is needed on administra-tive patterns of school principals. What personal and professionalcharacteristics of principals seem to induce reticent or hostile patientsto participate in school activities ? What types of administrative pro-cedures tend to release the creative energies and enlist the support ofthe school staff in improving relations with the home and family tOther questions that should be further explored are these : Whattypes of organizational patterns for citizen participation are most*effective in deprived neighbarhoodsI What kinds of programs andservices for parents and other adults should be included when anewschool buildings are being planned or current structures being ex-panded? And how can schools in depressed neighborhoods initiateor increase cooperative efforts with nonschool community agencies inthe search for solutions to community problems?
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LIST OF PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS

Baltimore:
Columbus Elementary
Elmer A. Henderson Elementary
Mt. Rwal Elementary
Carrollton Junior High_

Mimeo:
James H. Doolittle, Jr., Zlementary
Stephen A. Douglas Elementary
Albert Einatein Mensentary
John Parren .... ......
Forrestvills North Upper Grade Center.. 140...

Detroit:
James Cousens Elementary
Marcy Elementary
Barbour Junior High_
Jefferson 'odor High....

Pki ladelph4s: \
Paul Latuyince Dunbar Elementary
William Henry Harrison Elementary_.....
James IL Ludlow Elementary
John Wanamaker Junior High

Grade
rasp

11E-6

IC-6
K-6
7-9

K-8
1E-43

K-4
K-8
7-8

K-6
K-6
7-0
7-9

K-6
K-6
K-6
7-9

IC-8
K-8
K-8

- --- -- ....... AMP go. No =or

St. Loth:
Banneker Elementary
Oarr Lane Elementary
Divo 11 Element117

Pupil
enrollment

1, 700
1,190

750
808

2, 200
1,800
1, 200
2, 700
1, 720

1, 000
918

2, SOO

500

800

025
1,120
1, 800

675
1, 500
1,150

year et
school

67

1890
1953
1950
1874

1890
1955
1900

. 1900
1987

1966
1912
1921
1922

4

1981
1928
1926
1959

1939
1958
1872
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DESCRIPTIONS OF PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS

Baltimore Public Schools

Baltimore is the seventh largest city and ranks sixth in pupil popu-lation in the Nation. Baltimore had 146,556 pupils in average daily
attendance in 195940.

A

The four participating schools are located in the inner core of thecity : Columbus and Henderson Elementary in the northeast and Car-
rollton Junior High and Mt. Royal Elementary in the northwest.

. Columbus Elementary School. Columbus was constructed in three stages.The firsts structure was erected in 1890 ; a two-story addition was built in1902 ; and in 1912, a three-floor addition was constructed. Pupil. enrollmentis double the *capacity. Ninety-seven percent of the school population isNegro. The neighborhood consists of two- and three-story dwellings whichare at least 50 years old. The neighborhood population changed drasticallywithin a short period of time when low-income families moved into theneighborhood in large numbers. In many of the families there are sevenchildren or more. A large number of homes are single-parent families, withthe father absent.

Henderson Bien:Ratan/ School. Henderson is a three-story brick build-ing built in 1953. The neighborhood consists of three-story brick row-housesand a number of commercial enterprises small factories, garages, restau-rants, and markets. In the past 10 years, low-income Negro families havemoved into former privately owned homes, now converted into apartmentsand rooming houses. The housing units are rapidly deteriorating.. Mobilitywithin the neighborhood is extwessive.

Mt. Royal Elementary School. Mt. Royal is a three-story brick buildingerected in 1969. Approximately 60 percent of the pupils are Negro, and 40percent are,whtte. The school is located in a section of Baltimore knownas the Mt. Royal Urban Renewal Area. Many cof the homes are scheduledto be demolished and replaced by high-rise apartment buildings and one-floorgarden-type apartment buildings. Many of the families are recipients ofwelfare funds. About a quarter of the families are highly mobile withinthe city.

Carrollton Dior High School. This three-floor structure, constructedin 1874, has undergone few renovations. Located at the outer fringe of the
68
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core of the city, the area served by the school was a desirable residential
neighborhood 00 years ago. In recent years the conversion of single-family
WWII into multitantity dwelling units has been accompanied by physical
decay and substandard living conditions. Most of the homes may be classi-
fied as deteriorating or dilapidated. With the exception of merchants, the
neighborhood residents are Negroes. Many houses are undergoing exten-
sive renovations under the Urban Renewal Housing Authority Project
known as Harlem Park Project

Chia. Pik Mods

The city of Chicago, second largest in the Nation, has the third
largest, pupil population. The Chicago public school system is di-
vided into 20 separate districts, each containing about 25,000 pupils.
Each district is headed by a superintendent responsible for the total
program of education, from kindergarten through grade 12.

In September 1960, the Chicago project, partially supported by
the Ford Foundation in connection with the Great 'Cities School
Improvement Program, was launched in District 11; the major goal
of the Project was to improve the motivation and raise achievement
levels of students who had unsuccessful elementary school experience&
District 11 is located south of the Loop in the east side of the city.
Douglas was selected as the initial pilot school for the program.

Placing primary emphasis on boys and girls who are 14 years of
age. and over but still in elementary school, the school staff planned
programs to raise their educational achievement and to increase their
vocational competence. The project effort was extended downward
in July 1961 to embrace pupils between 11 and 18 years of age who
were overage, in grade placement, and upward to actively involve in
practical programs dropouts in the district,. Expanding horizontally,
the project embraced parent groups at all levels, community and busi-
ness oganization, local and citywide agencies.

Also in District 11, the Value Sharing project was begun in 1959,
financed by a three-year study grant from the Wieboldt Foundation.
It is a cooperative program of the National College of Education
in Evanston and the Doolittle School. The project began with seven
teachqrs, one from each of the grades 1 through 6, plus kindergarten,
and with a $135,000 grant from the foundation to the college. In
1961 an additional grant of $450,000 -was made and the program
was expanded to three more schools, among which was Einstein.

Forrestville North Upper Grade Clam. and Farren are located
in District 18, west of the Loop. The programs for improving op-
portunities for disadvantaged children in these two schools are sup-
ported exclusively through regular school funds.
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Doolittle Elementary School. Doolittle, a three-story, red brick buildingwas constructed in 1890, and wings Were added in 1925 and 1915. Amodern one-story structure, which has won an architect's award, wasopened at the beginning of the 1962-63 school year to serve grades K-4.with the opening of the new school, grades 5 through 8 were housed inthe 1925 and 1N5 structures ; the original building has been abandonedThe area surrounding Doolittle is being redeveloped. Within the putfew years, most of the overcrowded, deteriorating dwelling's have beendemolished. Many of the families which the school (*ryes currently residein a high-rise, low-cost housing development near the school. Pupil mobilityhas been high because of redevelopment in the area, but has become morestable since the opening of the new school.
Douglas Elementary School. Built in 1955 Douglas consists of a brickbuilding with three doom The pupil population and teaching staff arepredominantly Negro, The neighborhood contains two-story dweilingv mostof which are overcrowded and En, a state of deterioration. Demolitionof some of these homes is proceeding rapidly.
Matteis Elementary School. Einstein, a three-story concrete and steelstructure, was completed in 1900 to relieve the pupil enrollment pressureat nearby schools, which were on double session& Among the schoolsthus relieved was Doolittle, which had a pupil enrollment of 8,400 ondouble session in 1959-60. The grade levels and pupil population havechanged markedly In the abort period of its existence. The pupils, pre-dominantly Negroes, live in low-cost, public; high-rise apartments, locatedwest of the school, which were built in 1981. As many as 850 childrenlive in one high-rise apartment. The average for each high-rise is 230children. The apartments have Ave and six bedrooms to accommodateyonngiparents with large and growing families. To the south of the school aretwo-story publie-housing units built in 1988. East of the school, separatedby a highway, are very old multiple-family dwellings, scheduled for demoli-tion. Many pupils from those dwellings attend Einstein.

Parrot Elementary School. The original Ittirren School was a three-story structure that opened in 1882. Additions were made in 1898 and1937. In 1900 a two-story modern brick building was constructed. Theneighborhood consists of a highly tratudent population living in apartmentsin the near-downtown sections and a more stable population living in theliouthside area, where Negro residents own their homes. The completion,sally in the 1962,--68 school year, of a large, high-rise public-housingdevelopment, called the Robert Taylor Homes, created a substantial increasein pupil enrollment.

Forreetailie North Upper Grade Center. Porrestville, a three-story brickbuilding, was erected in 1937. The special building, designed as an uppergrade center, serves an all-Negro pupil population.
Rousing in the attendance area dates from the 1890's and consists oftwo- and threesstory structure& AdJacent bit the school are two high-risepublichousibg units for low-income families.
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Detroit, the Nation's fifth largest city, is fourth in pupil population,
with an average daily attendance of 263,565 in 1959-60. The city
school district is divided into 9 districts, each with an assistant super-
intendant in charge of schools from kindergarten through grade 12.
Tlie schoolsanorganized on a 94 and 04-8 plan.

The Great Cities School Improvement Program in Detroit began
in three elementary tichools during the 195940 school year. The fol-
lo year the program was expanded to include four other schools
one for and .2 junior high schools, and an additional elementary
school.

The participating schools, located in the inner city, include Couzens
Elementary and Jefferson Junior High in the south district; Marcy
Elementary and &Amur Junior High in the east district. The
neighborhoods consist of low-cost, public housing units and over-
crowded substandard multiple-family dwellings in varying degrees
of deterioration. For the most part the families migrated to the city
after the Second World War to fill industry's needs for unskilled labor,
or are recent in-mignints from rural areas who have settled in the
tnuisitional neighbothoodsof the city.

4

COUSOSI Marienfty School. Cousens is a two-story yellow brick building
built in 1906. The *hoot serves children or families who live In Jeffries
Homes, a low-cost puigie-houdng development, which includes 2-story dwell-
ings, and 14-story apartment houses. Although planned as a biracial de-
velopment, the 14,000 residents are an Negro.

Mom lionsentairp School. Marcy, three-door school building was built
in 1912; an additjon was completed in 1922. Mobillti among the pupil pop-
ulation, which is 95 percent Negro. Is 40 percent The neighborhood con-
sists of dnirle- and multipie-hnily dwellings, most ot which were built at
the beginning ot the century. Nearly 40 percent of the homes are In de-
teriorated condition. About 116 percent of the population in the area own
their home&

Barboer Julteior High School. Harbour was built in 1921; six rooms' were
added In 1900. It is the oldest school building in Detroit that was designed
specifically as a junior high who& It is the hugest Junior high school In
the State in pupil population. Its potent a the pupil population are
whits; the remainder are Names. About SO percent at the residents served
by the sciaboi are Negroe*--Inamigrants from the South who began to ar-
rive at the:end or W War IL PopulatiOn mobility Is rather high; only
12 percent the rest . is have occupied the same house since 195. Three-
quarters of the overcrowded, multiple-family dwellings, which Were built
betore WOrid War IL are in sound condition.

Jeffersiosi Jesior High Elekool. Jefferson is a three-stoTy structure built
in 1922:; four more classrooms were added In 1900. There is a continual

'.4
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turnover of students in this overcrowded school. The attendance areacontains many old homes in varying stages of deterioration apartments,flats over stores, and bars. There has been considerable redevelopment inthe area in the past few year& An expressway cuts through the length ofthe school district. The Jeffries Homes development is in the district, andchil .n from these apartments attend Couzens and Jefferson Junior Riga
= 61 IL Over a 10-year period, the population has gradually shifted fromwhite to low-income Negro families.

dir

Phibdelpja Public Schools

Philadelphia., with a 1960 population of 2,002,515, is the fourth larg-est city and thelfifth largest school disttict, in the Nation. Averagedaily attendance for the school year 1959-60 was 237,840. The schooldistrict of Philadelphia, .which is coterminous with the city andcounty, is divided into eight school districts, each headed by a district
superintendent.

As part of the Great Cities School Improvement Program, the Ford
Foundation made a grant of $94,700 for the 1960-61 school year, andthe school district matched this amount. The original project schools
were one junior high school and three elementary schools. In Sep-
tember 1961 the project was extended for 3 more years,and expanded
to include four additional elementary. schools.

The four schools participating in the study this publication is based
on--Dunbar, Ludlow, Harrison Elementary, and Wanamaker Junior
High--are located in District 5, the north-central part of Phila-
delphia. This areal one of the old sections of th6 city, has under-
gone dramatic population shifts in the past. decade. Currintlyrsome
.70 percent of the residents in the area are Negro, either recent in-
migrants or one generation removed from the South. Twenty percent
are recent Puerto- Rican in-migrants. The remainder are of varied
ethnic origin.

Dunbar Elementary .School. Dunbar is .a three -story brick structure con-structed in 1981. Because of redevelopment in the neighborhood, pupil
mobility- is excessively high. The residents of the community are Negroes
who live in substandard, three-story, absentee-owned, multiple-family dwell-
ings. The school attendance area includes dilapidated buildings, some of
which are vacant; empty lots : and part of aloes-rent housing project.
There are redevelopment plans for both public and priirate housing units.

Harrisol Blen4stary Schooi. Harrison is a two-story brick structure
built in 1928. The school attendance area includes a variety of new dwell:
ings : a low-cost rental public-housing unit, a recently built private home
develoment, and a private rental unit which includes apartments and small

'one-story home& There remains in the neighborhood older housing which
Is mostly substandard and a number of commercial buildings.
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/Aglow Illementary School. Ludlow is a three-story kick building con-
structed in 1926. The student population is about 00 percent Negro and
about one-third Puerto Rican. The school Is located in the center of a
densely populated area of two- and three-story multiple dwellings, many of
which are overcrowded. About 25 percent of the melation are Puerto -

Rican ; the remainder are Negroes. A high percentaWof the residents are
receiving public assistance.

Wanemsaker J'susior High School. Wanamakert a three-story structure
built in 1959, is one of the newest junior high schools in Philadelphia.
Nine elementary schools in the immediate area feed into Wanamaker. The
neighborhood contains some of the newest housing units, as well as some
of the most dilapidated,, unsafe, and overcrowded homes in the city. Part
of the neighborhood is undergoing extensive redevelopment, which includes
private rental unite and a large private ownership home development.
Within the past 5 years, practically all white families have left the neighbor-
hood.

St. Laub Public Schools

41/2` SL Louis is the 10th largest city in the Natian and 18th in size of
pupil enrollment, having 86,888 pupils in average daily attendance
in 1959-60. The three participating schools---Banneker, Carr Lane,
and Divoll Elementary---are located, in the Banneker District, in the
southeastern part of the inner city. Banneker is one of the five admin-
istrative districts into which the St. Louis Public Elementary Schools
are divided.

The district, which is 95 p*ent Negro, consists of .substandard,
overcrowded dw,llings. The Pruitt-Igoe Housing Authority, con-
sisting of high-rise apartments, is located in the district.

The director of the Banneker District launched a program in 1957-
58, called "Operation Motivation," to raise the academic achievement
of the pupils from kindergaitten through grade 8. The underlying
assumptions supporting the "Operation Motivation" program were set
forth as follows: that IQ scores, as they are currently arrived at, are

truly indicative of the capacity. for academic achievement of
pupils; and that sufficiently strong and appropriate motivation can do
as much to change academic apathy to energetic school activity as can
drastic/alterations in instruction or curriculum.

The director places great emphasis on activities designed to per-
suade pal:eats to aspire to a brighter and better future for their chil-
dren through education and thus inspire these children by word and
deed to revird school as the best means to self-fulfillment and upward
mobility.
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Banneker Elementary School. Banneker is a four-story brick buil
erected in 1939. The neighborhood consists of two- and three-story
and brick dwellings. Some of the houses are in an advanced stage of d
rioration. Many of the families are receiving public assistance.

Carr Lane Elementary School. Built in 1958, Carr Lane, a three-stai
structure, has had a relatively stable pupil population. The children whip"
attend the school live in high-rise public-housing units which were completai
in 1957. A large number of the residents qualify for Aid to Dependent Merl
dren grants. The average number of children per family is 5.

DivoltElementary School. Divoli is a three-gory red brick structure bunt
in 1872 ; a wing was added in 1984. High pupil-mobility reflects the exeeil.::
sive transience of the neighborhood population. The housing in the
Negro neighborhood was built shortly after the turn of the century. MaRy.
of the,homes, which are three-story, brick multiple-family dwelling's, are
a dilapidated or deteriorating condition. There are no plans for redevel*.4`
went of the area in the immediate future. The school population abit
includes children who live in a high-rise, publicly financed apitrtmatt
building.
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